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Yealink SIP IP Phones Release Notes of Version
x.81.193.110
1. Introduction
 Firmware Version:
(Note:
1. For SIP-T42G/T41P/T40P/T40G/T23P/T23G/T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2 IP phones, the
phone system cannot support Chinese by default. For more information, please
contact Yealink FAE.)
T19-E2: 53.81.193.70 upgrades to 53.81.193.110
T21-E2: 52.81.193.70 upgrades to 52.81.193.110
T23: 44.81.193.70 upgrades to 44.81.193.110
T27P: 45.81.193.70 upgrades to 45.81.193.110
T27G: 69.81.193.70 upgrades to 69.81.193.110
T29: 46.81.193.70 upgrades to 46.81.193.110
T40: 54.81.193.70 upgrades to 54.81.193.110
T41: 36.81.193.70 upgrades to 36.81.193.110
T42: 29.81.193.70 upgrades to 29.81.193.110
T46: 28.81.193.70 upgrades to 28.81.193.110
T48: 35.81.193.70 upgrades to 35.81.193.110
T41S/T42S/T46S/T48S: 66.81.193.70 upgrades to 66.81.193.110
 Applicable Models: T19-E2, T21-E2, T23, T27, T29, T40, T41, T42, T46, T48
 Release Date: May 22nd, 2017.

2. New Features
1. Added Opus codec for SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S, SIP-T42S, SIP-T46S and SIP-T48S IP
Phones.
2. Added the feature of Recording Using a USB Flash Drive on SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S
and SIP-T42S IP Phones.
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3. Added the feature that you can activate/deactivate the Wi-Fi mode and then
connect your phone to the desired wireless network on SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S and
SIP-T42S IP Phones.
4. Added the feature of Bluetooth Headset on SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S and SIP-T42S IP
Phones.
5. Added the feature that you can connect your Bluetooth-Enabled mobile phone to
the IP phone, and then synchronize the mobile contacts to SIP-T29G, SIP-T46S,
SIP-T46G, SIP-T48S and SIP-T48G IP Phones.
6. Added the feature that you can configure the ringer volume forcedly.
7. Added two audio codecs for SIP-T27G IP Phone.

3. Optimization
1. Optimized the feature of Centralized call recording.
2. Optimized the feature of Bluetooth.

4. Bug Fixes
None

5. New Features Descriptions
1. Added Opus codec for SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S, SIP-T42S, SIP-T46S and SIP-T48S IP
Phones.
Description: The T27G/T48S/T46S/T42S/T41S IP phones support using WB
(default) or NB for Opus encoding; and using NB, MB, WB, SWB and FB for Opus
decoding.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
account.X.opus.enable =
account.X.opus.priority =
account.X.opus.rtpmap =
account.X.codec.opus.para =
account.X.codec.opus.samplerate =
To configure Opus codec via web user interface:
Click on Account -> Codec
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2. Added the feature of Recording Using a USB Flash Drive on SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S
and SIP-T42S IP Phones.
Description: When the phone is idle, and you insert a USB flash drive into the
USB port on IP phone, the phone will detect the USB flash drive and display a
flashing icon

. After detecting the USB flash drive, the icon stops flashing and

LCD screen prompts “USB device is connected.”. You can record active calls or
conferences using a USB flash drive.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.usb_call_recording.enable =
3. Added the feature that you can activate/deactivate the Wi-Fi mode and then
connect your phone to the desired wireless network on SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S and
SIP-T42S IP Phones.
Description: Wi-Fi is a popular wireless networking technology that uses radio
waves to provide wireless high-speed Internet and network connections. You can
activate/deactivate the Wi-Fi mode on the IP phone, and then connect your
phone to the desired wireless network. Before using this feature, please ensure
that the Wi-Fi USB Dongle WF40 is properly connected to the USB port at the
back of the IP phone.
To activate the Wi-Fi mode via phone user interface:
Press Menu -> Settings -> Basic Settings -> Wi-Fi.
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To manually connect to a wireless network via phone user interface:
Press Menu -> Settings -> Basic Settings -> Wi-Fi -> X Available Network(s) (X
represents the number of available networks).

To configure Wi-Fi via web user interface:
Click on Network -> Wi-Fi.

4. Added the feature of Bluetooth Headset on SIP-T27G, SIP-T41S and SIP-T42S IP
Phones.
Description: You can activate/deactivate the Bluetooth mode on the phone, and
then pair and connect the Bluetooth headset with your phone. You can scan and
6
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pair up to 60 Bluetooth headsets with your phone. However, only one headset
can be connected at a time. You can also disconnect and delete your Bluetooth
headset from the phone.
To activate the Bluetooth mode via phone user interface:
Press Menu -> Settings -> Basic Settings -> Bluetooth.

To activate the Bluetooth mode via web user interface:
Click on Features -> Bluetooth.

5. Added the feature that you can connect your Bluetooth-Enabled mobile phone
to the IP phone, and then synchronize the mobile contacts to SIP-T29G,
SIP-T46S, SIP-T46G, SIP-T48S and SIP-T48G IP Phones.
Description: When the first time your IP phone pairs and connects to your
Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone, you will be asked if you would like to sync
phone contacts temporarily. If it is allowed, the phone contacts will be imported
to the mobile contacts directory on your IP phone. Now, Yealink SIP-T29G,
7
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SIP-T46S, SIP-T46G, SIP-T48S and SIP-T48G IP Phones are compatible with the
following phone models: iPhone 5SE and above, Samsung S7, Google Pixel, Sony
Xperia, Huawei P3, MIUI 4C and below, and Blackberry. For the maximum number
of mobile contacts, besides Sony Speria and Google Pixel only support 500 mobile
contacts, the other supported models support 1000 mobile contacts.
To enable the mobile contacts sync feature manually:
Press Menu -> Basic -> Bluetooth -> Paired Bluetooth Device.

To view your mobile contacts on the IP phone:
Press Menu -> Directory -> Mobile Contacts.

6. Added the feature that you can configure the ringer volume forcedly.
Description: You can configure the ringer volume forcedly, so the user cannot
adjust the ringer volume on the phone. This feature is used to avoid missing calls
when the user turns down the ringer volume.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
force.voice.ring_vol =
7. Added two audio codecs for SIP-T27G IP Phone.
Description: The newly added two audio codecs for SIP-T27G IP Phone are
G723_53 and G723_6.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
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account.X.codec.g723_63.enable =
account.X.codec.g723_63.priority =
account.X.codec.g723_53.enable =
account.X.codec.g723_53.priority =
To manually configure audio codec via web user interface:
Click on Account -> Codec

6. Optimization Descriptions
1. Optimized the feature of Centralized call recording.
Description: You can choose to configure the centralized call recording in SIP
mode or XSI mode. The SIP mode is chosen by default.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
bw.call_recording.mode =
2. Optimized the feature of Bluetooth.
Description: (1) Optimized the feature that after you press Connect soft key to
pair and connect Bluetooth headset or Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone, it will
then automatically connected to your IP phone without entering the desired PIN
in the Password field. (2) When the first time your IP phone pairs and connects to
your Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone, you will be asked if you would like to sync
phone contacts temporarily. If it is allowed, the phone contacts will be imported
9
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to the mobile contacts directory on your IP phone.

7. Configuration Parameters Enhancements
Auto Provision Template Flies Change Log
Firmware Version：[x. 81.193.70]-[ x.81.193.110]
Provisioning syntax
Function

Comparison
x.

x.

81.193.70

81.193.110

Permitted

Default

Value

Value

Action

Description

File

It configures the ring tone as
a fixed volume.

force.voice.ri
ng_vol =

Ringer
Volume

Integer
from 0 to
15

Blank

Add

If it is set from 0 to 15, the
ringer volume is fixed, and
the user can not adjust the
ringer volume. The user can
press the Silence soft key to
mute the ringer when
receiving an incoming call.

common.
cfg

If it is set to other values,
the ringer volume is not
fixed and the user can adjust
the ringer volume.

bw.call_recor
ding.mode =

BSFT

0 or 1

1

Add

It configures the centralized
call recording mode.
0-XSI

common.
cfg

1-SIP

Security

security.def
ault_ssl_me
thod =

static.security
.default_ssl_
method =

0, 3, 4 or 5

3

Change

It configure the TLS version
the IP phone uses to
negotiate
with
the
provisioning server when
using TLS transport method
to download the boot file
and configuration files from
the provisioning server.
0-use TLS 1.0 to negotiate
with the provisioning server
3-use TLS 1.2 to negotiate
with the provisioning server,
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and
it
is
backward
compatible
4-use TLS 1.1 to negotiate
with the provisioning server
5-use TLS 1.2 to negotiate
with the provisioning server
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Yealink SIP IP Phones Release Notes of Version
x.81.193.70
1. Introduction
 Firmware Version:
(Note: For SIP-T42G/T41P/T40P/T40G/T23P/T23G/T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2 IP phones,
the phone system cannot support Chinese by default. For more information,
please contact Yealink FAE.)
T19-E2: 53.81.193.25 upgrades to 53.81.193.70
T21-E2: 52.81.193.25 upgrades to 52.81.193.70
T23: 44.81.193.25 upgrades to 44.81.193.70
T27P: 45.81.193.25 upgrades to 45.81.193.70
T27G: 69.81.193.25 upgrades to 69.81.193.70
T29: 46.81.193.25 upgrades to 46.81.193.70
T40: 54.81.193.25 upgrades to 54.81.193.70
T41: 36.81.193.25 upgrades to 36.81.193.70
T42: 29.81.193.25 upgrades to 29.81.193.70
T46: 28.81.193.25 upgrades to 28.81.193.70
T48: 35.81.193.25 upgrades to 35.81.193.70
T41S/T42S/T46S/T48S: 66.81.193.25 upgrades to 66.81.193.70
 Applicable Models: T19-E2, T21-E2, T23, T27, T29, T40, T41, T42, T46, T48
 Release Date: Mar 14th, 2017.

2. New Features
8. Added the feature that you can enable or disable DND feature.
9. Added the feature that you can input a special character + by long pressing 0 key
about 2 seconds on the dialing/pre-dialing screen.
10. Added the feature that you can customize the horizontal scroll speed of the caller
information when the phone is ringing.
11. Added two new supported TLS versions: TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.
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12. Added the feature that you can configure the minimum matched digits of the tail
numbers of BroadCloud Buddy.
13. Added the feature that you can disable Call Forward feature.
14. Added the feature of Backing up the Call Logs.

3. Optimization
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Added the feature of DND feature synchronization.
Added the feature of Multicast Paging.
Optimized the feature of Label Length.
Optimized the feature of Auto Answer.
Optimized the feature of Busy Lamp Field List.
Optimized the feature of BoradSoft Directory.
Optimized the feature of Call Park.

4. Bug Fixes
None

5. New Features Descriptions
8. Added the feature that you can enable or disable DND feature.
Description: You can enable or disable the DND feature. If the DND feature is
enabled, a user will be allowed to activate or deactivate the DND feature.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.dnd.allow =
9. Added the feature that you can customize the horizontal scroll speed of the
caller information when the phone is ringing.
Description: The caller information may be too long to be entirely displayed on
the phone in a short time. You can customize the horizontal scroll speed of the
caller information when the phone is ringing, so that you can check the caller
information more quickly before picking up the call.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
phone_setting.incoming_call.horizontal_roll_interval =
10. Added two new supported TLS versions: TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2.
Description: You can configure the TLS version the IP phone uses to negotiate
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with the provisioning server when using TLS transport method to download the
boot file and configuration files from the provisioning server.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
security.default_ssl_method =
11. Added the feature that you can configure the minimum matched digits of the
tail numbers of BroadCloud Buddy.
Description: You can configure the minimum matched digits of the tail numbers
of BroadCloud Buddy. When entered number matches the tail numbers of a
buddy in the buddy directory, the IP phone will automatically display the
matched results on the LCD screen when placing a call.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.uc_dir.match_tail_number =
12. Added the feature that you can disable Call Forward feature.
Description: The call forward feature is enabled by default, and you have the
option of disabling it. Users have no permission to configure call forward on the
phone if call forward feature is disabled.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.fwd.allow =
13. Added the feature of Backing up the Call Logs.
Description: Yealink IP phones support storing all call logs to a call log file named
<MAC>-calllog.xml. You can back up this file to the server, avoiding data loss.
Once the call logs update, the IP phone will automatically upload this file to the
provisioning server or a specific server.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
static.auto_provision.local_calllog.backup.enable =
static.auto_provision.local_calllog.backup.path =
static.auto_provision.local_calllog.write_delay.terminated =

6. Optimization Descriptions
3. Added the feature of DND feature synchronization.
Description: You can enable or disable the DND feature synchronization. If it is
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enabled, when a user changes the DND status on BroadWorks, the BroadWorks
server will notify the phone of synchronizing the status. Conversely, if the user
changes DND status on the phone, the IP phone will notify the BroadWorks
server of synchronizing the status.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.dnd.feature_key_sync.enable =
4. Added the feature of Multicast Paging.
Description: The Ignore DND parameter defines the lowest priority of multicast
listening address from which the phone can receive an RTP stream when DND is
activated. If a priority is selected from the pull-down list of Ignore DND, the
phone will ignore incoming multicast paging calls with lower priorities when DND
is activated in phone mode. The phone will automatically answer all incoming
multicast paging calls when DND is activated in custom mode.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
multicast.receive.ignore_dnd.priority =
To configure the lowest priority of the multicast paging call via web user
interface:
Click on Directory -> Multicast IP -> Ignore DND.

5. Optimized the feature of Label Length.
Description: Label length allows IP phones to extend the display length of the line
key label. If the label length feature is enabled, more characters will be displayed
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on the idle LCD screen. You can enable or disable the extended length of the label
displayed on the idle LCD screen for the line key.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.config_dsskey_length =
6. Optimized the feature of Auto Answer.
Description: You can enable or disable the IP phone to handle the incoming call
arriving when the phone is in another call or is dialing like a normal call. You can
configure the IP phones to automatically answer the incoming call after ending all
calls or canceling the dialing.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.auto_answer.first_call_only =
7. Optimized the feature of Busy Lamp Field List.
Description: If you want to configure the order of BLF list keys to be assigned
automatically, you can use the parameter - phone_setting.blf_list_sequence_type.
In the new version, when you configure phone_setting.blf_list_sequence_type = 3,
the BLF list sequence is shown as below:
Ext Key (first page on Expansion1 -> first page on Expansion2…) -> Line Key (first
page) -> Ext Key (second page on Expansion1 -> second page on Expansion2…) ->
Line Key (second page)…
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
phone_setting.blf_list_sequence_type =
8. Optimized the feature of BoradSoft Directory.
Description: You can specify the call ID (first name and last name) display method
when the phone receives an incoming call, places an outgoing call or is during an
active call.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
bw.xsi.directory.alphabetized_by_lastname.enable =
9. Optimized the feature of Call Park.
Description: You can enable or disable the IP phone to dial out the call park
code/park retrieve code directly when pressing the Park/Retrieve soft key. And
you can press the BLF/BLF List key to park the call to the monitored user or
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retrieve the call parked from the monitored user.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.call_park.direct_send.enable =

7. Configuration Parameters Enhancements
Auto Provision Template Flies Change Log
Firmware Version：[x. 81.193.25]-[ x.81.193.70]
Provisioning syntax
Function

Comparison
x.

x.

81.193.25

81.193.70

Permitted

Default

Value

Value

Action

Description

File

It enables or disables the IP
phone to upload the
<MAC>-calllog.xml file to
the server each time the call
logs update and download
the <MAC>-calllog.xml file
from the server during auto
provisioning.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_
provision.lo
cal_calllog.b
ackup.enabl
e=

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP
phone
does
not
upload/download the call
log file “<MAC>-calllog.xml”
to the server.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone uploads the call log
file “<MAC>-calllog.xml” to
the the specific path
configured by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
calllog.backup.path” each
time the call logs update;
and downloads the call logs
in the “<MAC>-calllog.xml”
according to its MAC
address from the specific
path
during
auto

17
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provisioning.
It configures a path or URL
for the IP phone to
upload/download
the
<MAC>-calllog.xml file.
If it is left blank, the IP
phone connects to the
provisioning server URL, and
uploads/downloads
the
contact
file
“<MAC>-calllog.xml”.
Example:

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_
provision.lo
cal_calllog.b
ackup.path
=

static.auto_provision.local_c
alllog.backup.path
=
http://192.168.1.20/call log
String

Blank

Add

Once the call logs update,
the IP phone will upload the
call log file to the specified
path
“http://192.168.1.20/call
log”.

common.
cfg

During the auto provisioning
process, the IP phone
downloads the call log file
“<MAC>-calllog.xml” from
the
specified
path
“http://192.168.1.20/call
log”.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
calllog.backup.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_
provision.lo
cal_calllog.
write_delay.
terminated
=

Integer from
10 to 600

60

Add

It configures the delay time
(in seconds) for the IP phone
to
upload
the
<MAC>-calllog.xml file each
time the call logs update.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
calllog.backup.enable” is set
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to 1 (Enabled)
It enables or disables the IP
phone to dial out the call
park code/park retrieve
code
directly when
pressing the Park/Retrieve
soft key.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Call Park

features.call
_park.direct
_send.enabl
e=

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone will enter the
pre-dialing screen when
pressing the Park/Retrieve
soft key. And you can press
the BLF/BLF List key to park
the call to the monitored
user or retrieve the call
parked on the monitored
user.

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“features.call_park.park_mo
de” is set to 1 (FAC) and you
have configured the call
park code/park retrieve
code.

Broadsoft
Setting

Broadsoft
UC

features.dn
d.feature_k
ey_sync.ena
ble =

features.uc_
dir.match_t
ail_number
=

0 or 1

Integer
greater than
or equal to 0

0

4
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Add

It enables or disables DND
feature synchronization.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“bw.feature_key_sync” is set
to 1 (Enabled).

mac.cfg

Add

It configures the minimum
matched digits of the tail
numbers of BroadCloud
Buddy.
When
entered
number matches the tail
numbers of a buddy in the
buddy directory, the IP
phone will automatically

mac.cfg
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display the matched results
on the LCD screen when
placing a call.
If it is set to 0, the entered
number must exactly match
the number of BroadCloud
Buddy.
If it is set to other values
(e.g., 4), the entered
number less than 4 digits
would not match with the
BroadCloud contact.
Example:
If there is a BroadCloud
Buddy name “Sunmy” with
phone number “785656”
and
the
parameter
“features.uc_dir.match_tail_
number” is set to “4”,
“5656”,
“85656”
or
“785656” would match
“Sunmy (785656)”. “656”,
“56” or “6” would not match
“Sunmy (785656)”.

Failover

sip.redunda
ncy_hangup
_call =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to end the current
call when encountering a
failover.

common.
cfg

0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Features_
Auto
Answer

features.aut
o_answer.fir
st_call_only
=

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to handle the
incoming call arriving when
the phone is in another call
or is dialing like a normal
call.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
incoming call will be
automatically answered if
you end the current call or

20
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cancel the dialing.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
phone rings if you end the
current call or cancel the
dialing. You have to
manually pick up the
incoming call.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.auto_answer” is
set to 1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
DND feature.
0-Disabled
Features_
DND

features.dn
d.allow =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled),
DND cannot be activated
and users are not allowed to
configure DND on the
phone.

common.
cfg

It configure the TLS version
the IP phone uses to
negotiate with the
provisioning server when
using TLS transport method
to download the boot file
and configuration files from
the provisioning server.
Security

security.def
ault_ssl_me
thod =

0, 3, 4 or 5

3

Add

0-use TLS 1.0 to negotiate
with the provisioning server

common.
cfg

3-use TLS 1.2 to negotiate
with the provisioning server,
and it is backward
compatible
4-use TLS 1.1 to negotiate
with the provisioning server
5-use TLS 1.2 to negotiate
with the provisioning server

Call
Display

phone_setti
ng.incoming
_call.horizo

Integer from
100 to 2000

500

21

Add

It configures the interval (in
milliseconds) for the IP
phone to horizontally scroll

common.
cfg
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the caller information when
the phone is ringing.

ntal_roll_int
erval =

It configures the format type
of the log messages
exported to the syslog
server.
0-module name [pid]:
internal-module-name
<log_level> syslog_msg

Syslog

static.syslog
.format_typ
e=

0 or 1

0

Add

1-<PRI>DEVICE_NAME
[mac-address] [version] time
module name [pid]:
internal-module-name
<log_level> syslog_msg
If it is set to 0, an example of
the syslog message: Log
[2928]: BSUI <6+info >
FlickGestureRec

common.
cfg

If it is set to 1, an example of
the syslog message:
<134>YEALINK-T 4 6G
[00:10:99:09:F6:16]
[28.81.254.61] Jun 17
00:00:13 Log [2928]: BSUI
<6+info > FlickGestureRec
It enables or disables the
line key in the bottom right
of the phone to be fixed as a
page switch key.
0-Disabled
Phone
Setting

features.kee
p_switch_p
age_key.ena
ble =

0 or 1

0

Add

Multicast
(X ranges
from 1 to

multicast.re
ceive.ignore
_dnd.priorit

Integer from
0 to 31

0

Add

1-Enabled
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If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
page icons appear only if a
line key not located on the
first page is assigned
functionality. Then you can
use the line key in the
bottom right to switch
pages.
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It configures the lowest
priority of the multicast
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paging call that can be
received when DND is
activated in phone mode.

y=

1 is the highest priority, 31 is
the lowest priority.
0-Disabled
1-1
2-2
3-3
...
31-31
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), all
incoming multicast paging
calls will be automatically
ignored when DND is
activated in phone mode.
If it is not set to 0 (Disabled),
the IP phone will receive the
incoming multicast paging
call with a higher or same
priority than this value and
ignore that with a lower
priority than this value
when DND is activated in
phone mode.
It enables or disables the
call forward feature.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Features_
FWD

LDAP

features.fw
d.allow =

ldap.search
_type =

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), call
forward feature cannot be
activated and users are not
allowed to configure call
forward feature on the
phone.
It configures the search type
for LDAP contact look up.

0 or 1

0

Add

0-Prefix matching
1-Approximate string
matching
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If it is set to 0 (Prefix
matching), the IP phone will
search the LDAP contact
numbers or names start
with the entered
character(s).
If it is set to 1 (Approximate
string matching), the IP
phone will search the LDAP
contact numbers or names
contain the entered
character(s).

bw.xsi.direc
tory.alphab
etized_by_l
astname.en
able =

Broadsoft
phoneboo
k

0 or 1

0

Add

It confiture the call ID (first
name and last name) display
method when the phone
receives an incoming call,
places an outgoing call or is
during an active call.

mac.cfg

0-First name Last name
1-Last name, First name
It configures the order of
BLF list keys assigned
automatically.
0-Line Key->Ext Key
1-Ext Key->Line Key

Phone
Setting_B
LF

phone_setti
ng.blf_list_s
equence_ty
pe =

phone_setti
ng.blf_list_s
equence_ty
pe =

0, 1, 2 or 3

0

change

2-Line Key on the first
page->Ext Key on the first
page->Line Key on the
second page->Ext Key on
the second page->Line Key
on the third page (not
applicable to SIP-T54S IP
phones)
3-Ext Key on the first
page->Ext Key on the
second page->Line Key on
the first page->Line Key on
the second page->Line Key
on the third page (not
applicable to SIP-T54S IP
phones)
Note: It works only if the
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value of the parameter
“phone_setting.auto_blf_list
_enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It enables or disables the
extended length of the label
displayed on the idle LCD
screen for the line key.
0-Default
1-Extended
2-Mid-range

Broadsoft
UC

features.con
fig_dsskey_l
ength =

features.con
fig_dsskey_l
ength =

For SIP-T46G/T46S/T29G IP
phones:
0, 1 or 2

0

Change

If it is set to 1 (Extended) or
2 (Mid-range), the display
length of the line key label
will be extended in one line.

mac.cfg

For SIP-T48G/S IP phones:
If it is set to 1 (Extended),
the display length of the line
key label will be
automatically extended in
two lines.

SIP

sip.tls_listen
_port =

sip.tls_listen
_port =

0, Integer
from 1024 to
65535

It configures the local TLS
listen port.
5061

Change

If it is set to 0, the IP phone
will not listen the TLS
service.

common.
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It configures the access URL
of a contact avatar file.

Contact

local_contac
t.photo.url
=

local_conta
ct.photo.url
=

URL within
511
characters

The format of the contact
avatar must be *.png, *.jpg,
*.bmp.
Blank

Change

The contact avatar file
should be uploaded to the
provisioning server in
advance.
Example:
local_contact.photo.url =
tftp://192.168.10.25/Photo.
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jpg
It configures the access URL
of a TAR contact avatar file.
The format of the contact
avatar must be *.png, *.jpg,
*.bmp.
The contact avatar file
should be compressed as a
TAR file in advance and then
place it to the provisioning
server.
The contact avatar of the
T48G/S IP phone is shown as
below:

Contact

local_contac
t.image.url =

local_conta
ct.image.url
=

URL within
511
characters

Blank

Change

Example:
local_contact.image.url =
tftp://192.168.10.25/photo.
tar

common.
cfg

Note: If you want to upload
a contact and configure
contact avatar for it via auto
provisioning, you need to
configure the following
three parameters:
For T48G/S IP Phones:
local_contact.image.url
local_contact.icon.url
local_contact.data.url
For T46G/T46S/T29G IP
Phones:
local_contact.image.url
local_contact.data.url
Contact

local_contac
t.icon_imag
e.url =

local_conta
ct.icon_ima
ge.url =

URL within
511
characters

Blank

Change

It configures the access URL
of a contact icon file.
The format of the contact
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icon must be *.png, *.jpg,
*.bmp.
The contact icon file should
be uploaded to the
provisioning server in
advance.
Example:
local_contact.icon_image.ur
l=
tftp://192.168.10.25/Photo.
jpg
It configures the access URL
of a TAR contact icon file.
The format of the contact
icon must be *.png, *.jpg,
*.bmp.
The contact icon file should
be compressed as a TAR file
in advance and then place it
to the provisioning server.
The contact icon of the
T48G/S IP phone is shown as
below:

Contact

local_contac
t.icon.url =

local_conta
ct.icon.url =

URL within
511
characters

Blank

common.
cfg

Change
Example:
local_contact.icon.url =
tftp://192.168.10.25/photo
2.tar
Note: If you want to upload
a contact and configure
contact icon for it via auto
provisioning, you need to
configure the following
three parameters:
local_contact.image.url
local_contact.icon.url
local_contact.data.url
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It configures the access URL
of the compressed TAR file
consisting of the avatars TAR
file and contact XML file.

Contact

local_contac
t.data_phot
o_tar.ur =

local_conta
ct.data_pho
to_tar.ur =

URL within
511
characters

Blank

Change

All avatars needed for
contacts should be
compressed as a TAR file in
advance.

common.
cfg

Example:
local_contact.data_photo_t
ar.url =
tftp://192.168.10.25/Contac
t.tar
It configures the minimum
delay time (in milliseconds)
of jitter buffer in the
wireless network.
Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

voice.jib.wifi
.min =

voice.jib.wifi
.max =

voice.jib.wifi
.normal =

voice.jib.wif
i.min =

voice.jib.wif
i.max =

voice.jib.wif
i.normal =

Integer from
0 to 500

Integer from
0 to 500

Integer from
0 to 500

60

500

240

Change

Change

Change

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.adaptive” is
set to 1 (Adaptive). The
value of the minimum delay
time should be less than or
equal to that of the normal
delay time (configured by
the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.normal”).
It configures the maximum
delay time (in milliseconds)
of jitter buffer in the
wireless network.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.adaptive” is
set to 1 (Adaptive).
It configures the normal
delay time (in milliseconds)
of jitter buffer in the
wireless network.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
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“voice.jib.wifi.adaptive” is
set to 0 (Fixed). The value of
the normal delay time
should be less than or equal
to that of the maximum
delay time (configured by
the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.max”).
It enables or disables the IP
phone to upload the
<MAC>-contact.xml file to
the server each time the
contacts update and
download the
<MAC>-contact.xml file
from the server during auto
provisioning.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_
provision.lo
cal_contact.
backup.ena
ble =

static.auto_
provision.lo
cal_contact.
backup.ena
ble =

0 or 1

0

Change

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone does not upload
the contact file
“<MAC>-contact.xml” to the
server, so the IP phone
downloads the contacts in
the “contact.xml” from the
access URL configured by
the parameter
“local_contact.data.url” or
“local_contact.data_photo_t
ar.url” during auto
provisioning.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone uploads the
contact file
“<MAC>-contact.xml” to the
the specific path configured
by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
contact.backup.path” each
time the contacts update;
and downloads the contacts
in the
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“<MAC>-contact.xml”
according to its MAC
address from the specific
path during auto
provisioning.
Note: It does not affect the
downloading of the contact
avatar/icon files.
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Yealink SIP IP Phones Release Notes of Version
x.81.193.25
1. Introduction
 Firmware Version:
(Note: For SIP-T42G/T41P/T40P/T40G/T23P/T23G/T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2 IP phones,
the phone system cannot support Chinese by default. For more information,
please contact Yealink FAE.)
T19-E2: 53.81.193.20 upgrades to 53.81.193.25
T21-E2: 52.81.193.20 upgrades to 52.81.193.25
T23: 44.81.193.20 upgrades to 44.81.193.25
T27P: 45.81.193.20 upgrades to 45.81.193.25
T27G: 69.193.0.20 upgrades to 69.193.0.25
T29: 46.81.193.20 upgrades to 46.81.193.25
T40: 54.81.193.20 upgrades to 54.81.193.25
T41: 36.81.193.20 upgrades to 36.81.193.25
T42: 29.81.193.20 upgrades to 29.81.193.25
T46: 28.81.193.20 upgrades to 28.81.193.25
T48: 35.81.193.20 upgrades to 35.81.193.25
 Applicable Models: T19-E2, T21-E2, T23, T27P, T27G, T29, T40, T41, T42, T46, T48
 Release Date: Dec 19th, 2016.

2. New Features
None

3. Optimization
1. Changed the value range of X in the configuration parameter linekey.X.line = that
0 cannot be available in version 81 or later:
X ranges from 1 to 29 (for SIP-T48G)
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X ranges from 1 to 27 (for SIP-T46G/ T29G)
X ranges from 1 to 15 (for SIP-T42G/ T41P)
X ranges from 1 to 21 (for SIP-T27P/T27G)
X ranges from 1 to 3 (for SIP-T40P/T23P/T23G)
X ranges from 1 to 2 (for SIP-T21(P) E2)
2. Changed the supported file size of local log file into 256KB - 1024KB.

4. Bug Fixes
None
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Yealink SIP IP Phones Release Notes of Version
x.81.193.20
1. Introduction
 Firmware Version:
(Note: For SIP-T42G/T41P/T40P/T40G/T23P/T23G/T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2 IP phones,
the phone system cannot support Chinese by default. For more information,
please contact Yealink FAE.)
T19-E2: 53.81.193.15 upgrades to 53.81.193.20
T21-E2: 52.81.193.15 upgrades to 52.81.193.20
T23: 44.81.193.15 upgrades to 44.81.193.20
T27: 45.81.193.15 upgrades to 45.81.193.20
T29: 46.81.193.15 upgrades to 46.81.193.20
T40: 54.81.193.15 upgrades to 54.81.193.20
T41: 36.81.193.15 upgrades to 36.81.193.20
T42: 29.81.193.15 upgrades to 29.81.193.20
T46: 28.81.193.15 upgrades to 28.81.193.20
T48: 35.81.193.15 upgrades to 35.81.193.20
 Applicable Models: T19-E2, T21-E2, T23, T27, T29, T40, T41, T42, T46, T48
 Release Date: Nov 30th, 2016.

2. New Features
None

3. Optimization
None
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4. Bug Fixes
1. Fixed the issue that the IP phones cannot correctly present the contact avatar
which you have uploaded via auto provisioning in advance.
2. Fixed the issue that if phone_setting.backlight_time is set to 0, the phone cannot
be configured correctly.
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Yealink SIP IP Phones Release Notes of Version
x.81.193.15
1. Introduction
 Firmware Version:
(Note: For SIP-T42G/T41P/T40P/T40G/T23P/T23G/T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2 IP phones,
the phone system cannot support Chinese by default. For more information,
please contact Yealink FAE.)
T19-E2: 53.80.193.130 upgrades to 53.81.193.15
T21-E2: 52.80.193.130 upgrades to 52.81.193.15
T23: 44.80.193.130 upgrades to 44.81.193.15
T27: 45.80.193.130 upgrades to 45.81.193.15
T29: 46.80.193.130 upgrades to 46.81.193.15
T40: 54.80.193.130 upgrades to 54.81.193.15
T41: 36.80.193.130 upgrades to 36.81.193.15
T42: 29.80.193.130 upgrades to 29.81.193.15
T46: 28.80.193.130 upgrades to 28.81.193.15
T48: 35.80.193.130 upgrades to 35.81.193.15
 Applicable Models: T19-E2, T21-E2, T23, T27, T29, T40, T41, T42, T46, T48
 Release Date: Oct 31st, 2016.

2. New Features
1. Added a new Auto-P (Auto Provisioning) mechanism for all SIP phones, including
how to upgrade the firmware for you SIP phones, how to import and export CFG
configuration files, how to backup contacts, etc.
2. Added the feature of Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK).
3. Added the feature of Manual NAT (Static NAT) and ICE.
4. Added the feature of Ping and Traceroute.
5. Added the feature of Centralized Call Recording.
6. Added the feature of Visual Voice Mail.
7. Added the feature of Backing up the Local Contacts.
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8. Added the feature of Dial Plan using Digit Map String Rules.
9. Added the feature of Emergency Dialplan.
10. Added the feature of Multiple Call Appearances.
11. Added one audio codec- Opus on SIP-T19P E2, SIP-T21P E2, SIP-T23G and
SIP-T40P IP phones.
12. Added the feature of Security Classification.
13. Added the feature of Flexible Seating.
14. Added the feature of Executive and Assistant.
15. Added the feature of Call Decline Policy.
16. Added the feature of BroadWorks Mobility.
17. Added the feature of Call Waiting Synchronization.
18. Added the feature of Group Night Forwarding.
19. Added the feature that you can choose different ring types for BLF pickup.
20. Added the feature of Wi-Fi on SIP-T29G and SIP-T46G IP phones.
21. Added the feature of USB recording on SIP-T48G, SIP-T46G and SIP-T29G IP
phones.
22. Added the feature of CSTA Control.
23. Added the feature that you can encrypt the contact file and MAC-local CFG file
when uploading them from the phone to the server.

3. Optimization
1. Optimized the feature of Viewing Log Files.
2. Optimized the feature of triggering the IP phone to perform the auto provisioning
process weekly.
3. Optimized the feature of Server Redundancy.
4. Optimized the feature of Busy Lamp Field.
5. Optimized the feature of importing and exporting diagnostic files.
6. Optimized the feature of Broadsoft XSI and BroadCloud features.
7. Optimized the feature of Softkey Layout.
8. Optimized the feature that you can select a language for the web user interface
more easily and directly.
9. Optimized the feature of Mute.
10. Optimized the feature of Multicast Paging.
11. Optimized the feature of Screen Saver.
12. Optimized the feature of Power Saving.
13. Optimized the feature of Voice Quality Monitoring (VQM).
14. Optimized the Status item in the web user interface of IP phones.
15. Optimized the feature of 802.1X Authentication.
16. Optimized the feature of Incoming Signaling Validation.
17. Optimized the feature of Audio Codec Configuration.
18. Added 40 new Trusted Certificates.
19. Deleted the feature of PPPoE.
20. Optimized the feature of Transparency for SIP-T48G IP phone.
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21. Changed the default value of T41P/T42G’S backlight time from Always On to 30s.
22. Changed the default value of Secondary Server from cn.pool.ntp.org to
pool.ntp.org.

4. Bug Fixes
1. Fixed the probabilistic issue that RTCP-XR packets cannot display normally in
some application servers.
2. Fixed the feature that while using the feature of redial, the IP phones cannot
filter the anonymous call.
3. Fixed the probabilistic issue that you cannot make a call from the call history.
4. Fixed the issue that you cannot input the password with special characters
(including *.,'?!\-()@/:_;+&%=<> ￡ $¥ ¤ []{}~^ ¡ ¿ § #"|) for Wi-Fi, auto
provisioning, etc.

5. New Features Descriptions
1. Added a new Auto-P (Auto Provisioning) mechanism for all SIP phones,
including how to upgrade the firmware for you SIP phones, how to import and
export CFG configuration files, how to backup contacts, etc.
Description:
I. Auto Provisioning Deployment Mechanism
(1) Users can use Boot Files to provision the phones. The boot files are valid
BOOT files that can be created or edited using a text editor such as UltraEdit. The
boot files are first downloaded when you provision the phones using centralized
provisioning (refer to Central Provisioning). You can reference some configuration
files in the boot files (including features.cfg and network.cfg) to be acquired by all
your phones and specify the download sequence of these configuration files.
Note: If you use Boot Files to provision the phones, the overwrite mode and layer
mechanism will be enabled by default.
(2) If there is no any Boot Files, the phone will use the old Auto-P mechanism to
download the Y000000000xx.cfg and mac.cfg files as before.
II. Overwrite Mode
The overwrite mode will be applied to the configuration files specified to
download. If the value of a parameter in configuration files is deleted or
commented out, the factory default value can take effect immediately after auto
provisioning. Overwrite mode doesn’t affect the non-static settings configured via
web/phone user interface. After auto provisioning, non-static setting of the
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configuration item in the <MAC>-local CFG file will be written and saved to the IP
phone system.
III. Layering Mechanism for Reset
If static.auto_provision.custom.protect is set to 1 (Enabled), personalized settings
configured via web or phone user interface will be kept after auto provisioning.
There are three layers: Local, Auto Provision and Static which includes five ways
to reset the phone:
Reset local settings: All configurations saved in the <MAC>-local.cfg configuration
file on the IP phone will be reset.
Reset non-static settings: All configurations except the static configurations on
the phone will be reset.
Reset static settings: All static configurations on the phone will be reset.
Reset userdata & local config: All the local cache data (e.g., userdata, history,
directory) will be cleared.
Reset to factory: All configurations on the phone will be reset.
To clear personalized configuration settings via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Upgrade.

IV. Import CFG Configuration Files
Users can import CFG configuration files via web user interface and all the
configuration will be taken effect on your IP phones. The imported configuration
belongs to Local layer.
To import CFG configuration files via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Configuration.
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V. Export CFG Configuration Files
Users can export all the CFG configuration files via web user interface, including
MAC-local.cfg,

MAC-config.cfg,

MAC-non-static.cfg,

MAC-static.cfg

and

MAC-all.cfg.
To export CFG configuration files via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Configuration.

VI. Flexible Auto Provision
The IP phone performs the auto provisioning process at a random time on a
random day within a specific period of time. The random day is calculated on the
basis of the phone's MAC address. You can specify an interval and configure what
time of the day to trigger the IP phone to perform the auto provisioning process.
To configure this feature via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Auto Provision
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For example：
File Template for y000000000000.boot:
#!version:1.0.0.1
## The header above must appear as-is in the first line
include:config <xxx.cfg>
include:config "xxx.cfg"
overwrite_mode = 1
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
static.auto_provision.flexible.enable =
static.auto_provision.flexible.interval =
static.auto_provision.flexible.begin_time =
static.auto_provision.flexible.end_time =
static.network.dhcp.option60type =
static.auto_provision.attempt_before_failed =
static.auto_provision.retry_delay_after_file_transfer_failed =
static.auto_provision.custom.sync.path =
static.auto_provision.server.type =
static.auto_provision.user_agent_mac.enable =
static.auto_provision.custom.protect =
static.auto_provision.custom.sync =
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static.auto_provision.custom.upload_method =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
2. Added the feature of Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK).
Description: Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK) enables users to customize the functions
of a phone’s DSS keys and soft keys. You can use EDK to assign frequently used
function to DSS keys and soft keys or to create menu shortcuts to frequently used
phone settings to suit your needs.
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
3. Added the feature of Manual NAT (Static NAT) and ICE.
Description: Manual NAT helps IP connections traverse NAT gateways without the
third-party network server (STUN/TURN server). If manual NAT feature is enabled,
the configured public IP address and port can be carried in the SIP requests or
RTP packets, in which the other party obtains the phone’s public address. It is
useful to reduce the cost the company’s network deployment. You can also
enable the ICE feature via web user interface. In an ICE environment, two IP
phones communicating at different locations are able to communicate via the SIP
protocol by exchanging Session Description Protocol (SDP) messages.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
ice.enable =
sip.nat_turn.enable =
sip.nat_turn.server =
sip.nat_turn.password =
sip.nat_turn.port =
To configure manual NAT via web user interface:
Click on Network -> NAT
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To configure ICE feature via web user interface:
Click on Network -> NAT

4. Added the feature of Ping and Traceroute.
Description: You can use ping and traceroute diagnostics for troubleshooting
network connectivity problems via phone user interface. Ping is a very useful tool
for determining whether or not a phone is accepting packets. Related to the ping
tool, the traceroute tool will normally provide you with the ping times for each
router that the network packets travel through to reach their destination. Use
traceroute to trace the full route to and from the target host.
To capture ping packets via phone user interface:
Press Menu -> Features -> Diagnostics -> Network -> Ping.
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To trace route packets via phone user interface:
Press Menu -> Features -> Diagnostics -> Network -> Trace Route.

5. Added the feature of Centralized Call Recording.
Description: Centralized Call Recording feature enables you to record all active
calls. You can initiate and control call recording process on your phone. The
recording files are saved on the server. One of the following recording modes may
be assigned for you to record calls: Always, Always with Pause/Resume, On
Demand, On Demand with User Initiated Start.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
bw.account.x.call_recording.enable =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_IP_Phone_Features_Integrated_with_BroadSoft_UC-One_User_Guide_V8
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1_15
Yealink_IP_Phones_Deployment_Guide_for_BroadSoft_UC-One_Environment_V8
1_15
6. Added the feature of Visual Voice Mail.
Description: Visual Voice Mail allows you to view voice/video message detail
summary content (name, number, timestamp, line, duration, read status and
media type) and manage the voice/video messages (e.g., marking it
“read”/”unread”) on the phone.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
bw.voice_mail.visual.enable =
bw.voice_mail.visual.display_videomail.enable =
voice_mail.message_key.mode =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_IP_Phone_Features_Integrated_with_BroadSoft_UC-One_User_Guide_V8
1_15
Yealink_IP_Phones_Deployment_Guide_for_BroadSoft_UC-One_Environment_V8
1_15
7. Added the feature of Backing up the Local Contacts
Description: Yealink IP phones support storing all local contacts to a contact file
named <MAC>-contact.xml. You can back up this file to the server, avoiding data
loss. Once the contacts update, the IP phone will automatically upload this file to
the provisioning server or a specific server. If a contact file exists on the server,
the file will be overridden. The IP phone will request to download the
<MAC>-contact.xml file according to its MAC address from the server during auto
provisioning.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
auto_provision.local_contact.backup.enable =
auto_provision.local_contact.backup.path =
8. Added the feature of Dial Plan using Digit Map String Rules.
Description: Digit maps, described in RFC 3435, are defined by a single string or a
list of strings. If a number entered matches any string of a digit map, the call is
automatically placed. If a number entered matches no string - an impossible
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match - you can specify the phone’s behavior. You can specify the digit map
timeout, the period of time before the entered number is dialed out.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.on_hook_dial =
dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.directory_dial =
dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.forward =
dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.press_send =
dialplan.digitmap.enable =
dialplan.digitmap.string =
dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_long_timer =
dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_short_timer =
dialplan.digitmap.no_match_action =
dialplan.digitmap.active.on_hook_dialing =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.active.on_hook_dialing =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.directory_dial =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.forward =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.on_hook_dial =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.press_send =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.enable =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_long_timer =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_short_timer =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.no_match_action =
account.X.dialplan.digitmap.string =
9. Added the feature of Emergency Dialplan.
Description: Emergency dialplan allows users to dial the emergency telephone
number (emergency services number) at any time when the IP phone is powered
on and has been connected to the network. It is available even if your phone
keypad is locked or no SIP account has been registered.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
dialplan.emergency.asserted_id_source =
dialplan.emergency.custom_asserted_id =
dialplan.emergency.server.x.address =
dialplan.emergency.server.x.port =
dialplan.emergency.server.x.transport_type =
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dialplan.emergency.x.value =
dialplan.emergency.x.server_priority =
10. Added the feature of Multiple Call Appearances.
Description: You can enable each registered line on the phone to support
multiple concurrent calls. For example, you can place one call on hold, switch to
another call on the same registered line, and have both calls display.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
phone_setting.call_appearance.calls_per_linekey =
account.X.phone_setting.call_appearance.calls_per_linekey =
11. Added the feature of Security Classification.
Description: Security classification feature is used to classify the calls by security.
It enables users to be conscious of the maximum level of classified information
that can be exchanged in the conversation. You can view the assigned security
classification level when the phone is idle.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
account.X.security_classification.enable =
To view the assigned security classification level when the phone is idle:
Click on Menu -> Features -> Call Control -> Security Classification.

To view the security classification during a call:
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To change the security classification level during a call:
Press More -> Security.

12. Added the feature of Flexible Seating.
Description: Flexible seating feature has similar functionality to the BroadWorks
Hoteling feature. The guest can login a host’s phone with the credential. After the
association is successful, the host’s phone will be reconfigured with guest’s
setting files and is treated as an alternate device of the guest. The guest can lock
the host’s phone. The call originations from guest’s primary device are also
allowed. The guest’s primary device is also alerted on incoming calls to the guest.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
account.X.hoteling.mode =
account.X.flexible_seating.enable =
account.X.hoteling.pin =
account.X.hoteling.auto_login_enable =
account.X.hoteling.user_id =
account.X.hoteling.password =
auto_provision.server.url =
auto_provision.server.password =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_IP_Phone_Features_Integrated_with_BroadSoft_UC-One_User_Guide_V8
1_15
Yealink_IP_Phones_Deployment_Guide_for_BroadSoft_UC-One_Environment_V8
1_15
13. Added the feature of Executive and Assistant.
Description: Executive and assistant feature provides a new solution for
executive/assistant interworking. The executive can filter and screen the
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incoming calls, and the calls are routed to the assistant.
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_IP_Phone_Features_Integrated_with_BroadSoft_UC-One_User_Guide_V8
1_15
Yealink_IP_Phones_Deployment_Guide_for_BroadSoft_UC-One_Environment_V8
1_15
14. Added the feature of Call Decline Policy.
Description: Call decline policy allows you to terminate ringing at all locations by
declining a call, or ignore ringing at local by ignoring a call.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.call_decline.enable =
account.X.features.call_decline.enable =
15. Added the feature of BroadWorks Mobility.
Description: Broadworks mobility allows you to use a mobile device to use
Broadworks features. You can have a mobile and a desk IP phone, and then you
can handle calls on any of the devices. The Yealink IP phones enable you to
configure the Broadworks mobility via the IP phone.
16. Added the feature of Call Waiting Synchronization.
Description: Call waiting synchronization is use to synchronize call waiting status
between the IP phone and the BroadWorks server. It is configurable by your
system administrator using template configuration files only.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
call_waiting.mode =
17. Added the feature of Group Night Forwarding.
Description: Group night forwarding feature is used to forward incoming calls to
another destination at off-work time. You can view the status via phone user
interface.
To view the group night forwarding status via web user interface:
Press Menu -> Call Control -> Group Night Forward.
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18. Added the feature that you can choose different ring types for BLF pickup.
Description: Ring type for BLF pickup allows you to configure a different ring tone
to distinguish the incoming call on your phone from that on the monitored phone.
It helps clearly notify you of the ringing state of a monitored phone. To use this
feature, you need to enable audio alert and visual alert features in advance.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.blf.ring_type =
To select the desired ring tone for BLF pickup via web user interface:
Click on Features -> Call Pickup.

To select a ring tone for BLF pickup via web user interface:
Press Menu -> Settings -> Basic Settings -> Sound -> BLF Ring Type.
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19. Added the feature of Wi-Fi on SIP-T29G and SIP-T46G IP phones.
Description: Wi-Fi feature enables users to connect their phones to the
organization’s wireless network. The wireless network is more convenient and
cost-effective than wired network. Wi-Fi feature is only applicable to
SIP-T48G/T46G/T29G IP phones.
To enable the Wi-Fi feature via web user interface (take SIP-T48G IP phones for
example):
Click on Network -> Wi-Fi.

20. Added the feature of USB recording on SIP-T48G, SIP-T46G and SIP-T29G IP
phones.
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Description: USB Recording feature allows users to record active calls (audio calls)
or conferences to a USB flash drive which you inserted into the phone during an
active call.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.usb_call_recording.enable =
21. Added the feature of CSTA Control.
Description: User Agent Computer Supported Telecommunications Applications
(uaCSTA) standardizes a very powerful and flexible set of application services to
observe and control voice and non-voice media calls as well as control and
observe non-call related features. The uaCSTA feature on the phone may be used
for remote control of the phone from computer applications such as PC
softphone. It is not applicable to SIP-T19(P) E2 IP phones.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.csta_control.enable =
To configure uaCSTA feature via web user interface:
Click on Features->Remote Control.

22. Added the feature that you can encrypt the contact file and MAC-local CFG file
when uploading them from the phone to the server.
Description: Added two parameters in the auto provision template to specify if
the contact file or the MAC-local CFG file is encrypted when it is uploaded from
the phone to the server.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
static.auto_provision.encryption.directory =
static.auto_provision.encryption.config =
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6. Optimization Descriptions
1. Optimized the feature of Viewing Log Files.
Description: In version 81, the log files are divided into local log files (including
sys.log file and boot.log file) and syslog files. For the syslog files, (1) you can
configure the transport type as UDP, TCP or TLS; (2) you can configures the facility
that generates the log messages; (3) you can enable or disable the IP phone to
prepend the MAC address to the log messages exported to the syslog server. In
addition, you can also configure the IP phone to send syslog messages to a syslog
server in real time.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
static.syslog.enable =
static.syslog.level =
static.syslog.transport_type =
static.syslog.prepend_mac_address.enable =
static.syslog.facility =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.enable =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.path =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.upload_period =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.append =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.append.limit_mode =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.append.max_file_size =
static.auto_provision.local_log.backup.bootlog.upload_wait_time =
To export the system log to a local PC via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Configuration.
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To configure the phone to export the system log to a syslog server via web user
interface:
Click on Settings -> Configuration.

2. Optimized the feature of triggering the IP phone to perform the auto
provisioning process weekly.
Description: You can configure the delay time (in minutes) to perform an auto
provisioning process when the IP phone is inactive at regular week.
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The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
static.auto_provision.inactivity_time_expire =
To configure the inactivity time expire via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Auto Provision.

3. Optimized the feature of Server Redundancy.
Description: Optimized the Failover mode of redundancy. In this mode, the full
phone system functionality is preserved by having a second equivalent capability
call server take over from the one that has gone down/off-line. This mode of
operation should be done using the DNS mechanism from the primary to the
secondary server. Therefore, if you want to use this mode, the server must be
configured with a domain name.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
sip.skip_redundant_failover_addr =
account.X.sip_server.Y.invite_retry_counts =
account.X.sip_server.Y.only_signal_with_registered =
account.X.reg_failed_retry_min_time =
account.X.reg_failed_retry_max_time =
account.X.sip_server.Y.failback_subscribe.enable =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
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E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
4. Optimized the feature of Busy Lamp Field.
Description: Added the feature that you can customize the BLF LED status and
BLF key behavior using the EDK macros if required.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
blf.enhanced.idle.enable =
blf.enhanced.idle.led =
blf.enhanced.idle.idle.action =
blf.enhanced.idle.callin.action =
blf.enhanced.idle.talking.action =
blf.enhanced.callin.enable =
blf.enhanced.callin.led =
blf.enhanced.callin.idle.action =
blf.enhanced.callin.callin.action =
blf.enhanced.callin.talking.action =
blf.enhanced.callout.enable =
blf.enhanced.callout.led =
blf.enhanced.callout.idle.action =
blf.enhanced.callout.callin.action =
blf.enhanced.callout.talking.action =
blf.enhanced.talking.enable =
blf.enhanced.talking.led =
blf.enhanced.talking.idle.action =
blf.enhanced.talking.callin.action =
blf.enhanced.talking.talking.action =
blf.enhanced.parked.enable =
blf.enhanced.parked.led =
blf.enhanced.parked.idle.action =
blf.enhanced.parked.callin.action =
blf.enhanced.parked.talking.action =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
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5. Optimized the feature of importing and exporting diagnostic files.
Description: Yealink IP phones support three types of diagnostic files (including
Pcap trace, log files (boot.log and sys.log) and BIN configuration files) to help
analyze your problem. You can export these files at a time and troubleshoot if
necessary. The file format of exported diagnostic file is *.tar.
To import or export diagnostic files via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Configuration.

6. Optimized the feature of Broadsoft XSI and BroadCloud features.
Description: Separate Broadsoft XSI and BroadCloud features independently. And
you can configure these two features separately via web user interface at the
path of Applications.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
bw.xsi.enable =
bw.xmpp.enable =
The web user interface is shown as below:
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For more information, please refer to
Yealink_IP_Phones_Deployment_Guide_for_BroadSoft_UC-One_Environment_V8
1_15
7. Optimized the feature of Softkey Layout.
Description: You can use the softkey layout template to customize soft key layout
for different call states. In version 81, we unify one softkey layout template for all
Yealink SIP phones, so that you can maintain this file easily.
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
8. Optimized the feature that you can select a language for the web user interface
more easily and directly.
To change the language for the web user interface:
Select the desired language from the pull-down list at the top-right corner of web
user interface.

9. Optimized the feature of Mute.
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Description: We added a feature, called Keep Mute, in version 81. By default, the
mute feature is automatically deactivated when the active call ends. When you
enable keep mute feature and activate the mute feature, the phone stays in the
mute state until you press the MUTE key again or until the phone restarts.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.keep_mute.enable =
10. Optimized the feature of Multicast Paging.
Description: Optimized the speakerphone volume when broadcast one-way
audio announcements. And Yealink IP phones support the 31 channels (from
0-30).
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
11. Optimized the feature of Screen Saver.
Description: (1) You can enable or disable the IP phone to display the clock and
icons when the screen saver starts. (2) You can configures the interval (in seconds)
for the IP phone to change the picture when the screen saver starts. The interval
time is 60 seconds by default and the transitional image is black. (3) You can
configure the screensaver wait time, screensaver display clock and screensaver
type via web user interface at the path of Settings -> Perference. (4) The
screensaver wait time can be configured as 1h, 2h, 3h or 6h, the default time is
6h.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
screensaver.display_clock.enable =
screensaver.upload_url =
screensaver.wait_time =
screensaver.type =
screensaver.picture_change_interval =
screensaver.clock_move_interval =
To configure the screen saver via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Preference.
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To configure the screen saver via phone user interface:
Press Menu -> Basic -> Display -> Screensaver.

12. Optimized the feature of Power Saving.
Description: (1) You can configure the starting time and ending time of the day’s
office hour. (2) The time to wait in the idle state before the IP phone enters
power-saving mode during the office hours is 6 hours by default, and the IP
phone will enter power-saving mode when it has been inactivated for 960
minutes (16 hour) during the office hours. (3) The time to wait in the idle state
before the IP phone enters power-saving mode during the non-office hours is 10
minutes by default. (4) You can configure the minimum time (in minutes) to wait
in the idle state - after using the phone - before the IP phone enters power-saving
mode. (5) In the power-saving mode, the power indicator LED will flash red every
5 seconds to indicate that the IP phone is in the power-saving mode. (6) Added
the feature of power saving intelligent mode. You can configure whether the IP
phone automatically identifies the office hour and exit power-saving mode once
the office hour arrives the next day.
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The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
features.power_saving.enable =
features.power_saving.office_hour.idle_timeout =
features.power_saving.off_hour.idle_timeout =
features.power_saving.user_input_ext.idle_timeout =
features.power_saving.office_hour.monday =
features.power_saving.office_hour.tuesday =
features.power_saving.office_hour.wednesday =
features.power_saving.office_hour.thursday =
features.power_saving.office_hour.friday =
features.power_saving.office_hour.saturday =
features.power_saving.office_hour.sunday =
features.power_saving.intelligent_mode =
To configure the power saving feature via web user interface:
Click on Settings->Power Saving.

13. Optimized the feature of Voice Quality Monitoring (VQM).
Description: Voice quality monitoring feature allows the IP phones to generate
various quality metrics for listening quality and conversational quality. Two
mechanisms for voice quality monitoring are supported by Yealink IP phones:
RTCP-XR and VQ-RTCPXR.
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For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
14. Optimized the Status item in the web user interface of IP phones.
Description: Added three items for Status in the web user interface: (1) Uptime:
The duration from start-up to now. (2) PC Port Status. (3) WAN Port Status.
The web user interface is shown as below:

15. Optimized the feature of 802.1X Authentication.
Description: (1) Added a mode of Anonymous Identity. (2) If you choose
EAP-FAST as 802.1x Mode, you can choose Unauthenticated Provisioning as your
Provisioning Mode. (3) You can specify the 802.1X authentication method, where
EAP-NONE means no authentication in this new version, same as Disabled in the
previous version.
To configure the 802.1X authentication via web user interface:
Click on Network -> Advanced.
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For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
16. Optimized the feature of Incoming Signaling Validation
Description: Yealink IP phones support the following three optional levels of
security for validating incoming network signaling: Source IP address validation,
Digest authentication and Source IP address validation & digest authentication.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
sip.request_validation.source.list =
sip.request_validation.digest.list =
sip.request_validation.digest.realm =
sip.request_validation.digest.event =
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
17. Optimized the feature of Audio Codec Configuration.
Description: Yealink IP phones running firmware version 81 or later support a
new configuration behavior for the audio codecs. It is more efficiently for you to
provision a number of different IP phone modules. The configuration parameters
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are different for the new configuration behavior and the older one.
For more information, please refer to
Yealink_SIP-T2_Series_T19(P)
E2_T4_Series_IP_Phones_Administrator_Guide_V81_15
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
account.X.codec.<payload_type>.enable =
account.X.codec. <payload_type>.priority =
account.X.codec. <payload_type>.rtpmap =
18. Optimized the feature of Transparency for SIP-T48G IP phone.
Description: If you are using a custom image with a single color or complex
background, it may affect your experience of the idle screen display. Users can
choose an appropriate transparency for DSS keys and status bar on the idle
screen as required. The transparency is only applicable to SIP-T48G IP phones.
The parameters in the auto provision template are described as follows:
phone_settings.idle_dsskey_and_title.transparency =
To change the transparency via web user interface:
Click on Settings -> Preference.

To change the transparency via phone user interface:
Tap

-> Basic -> Display -> Transparency
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7. Configuration Parameters Enhancements
Auto Provision Template Flies Change Log
Firmware Version：[x. 81.193.5]-[ x.81.193.10]
Provisioning syntax
Function

Comparison

Permitte

Default

x.

d Value

Value

80.193.130

x.81.193.15

Action

Description

File

It enables or disables to
view the softkey or menu
item id by long pressing the
Volume Up key.
0-Disabled
Enhanced
DSS Keys

edk.id_mode.
enable =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: Long pressing the
Volume Down key to exit. It
works only if the value of
the
parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).

common.
cfg

It configures the softkey id
for custom softkey X.
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.soft
key_id =

String

Blank

Add

Example:
softkey.1.softkey_id
custom_macro1

=

Note: It works only if the
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values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable”
and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).

Enhanced
DSS Keys

features.enha
nced_dss_key
s.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the
Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK)
feature.
0-Disabled

common.
cfg

1-Enabled
It enables or disables the
custom soft key X.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.ena
ble =

softkey.X.labe
l=

1-Enabled
0 or 1

String

0

Add

Blank

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the text
displayed on the soft key
label.
Example:
softkey.1.label = IVR1
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).

common.
cfg

common.
cfg

It configures the position on
the LCD screen for soft key
X.

EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.posi
tion =

Integer
from 0 to
10

0

Add

If it is set to 0, the soft key X
is positioned in the first
empty position from the
left.
If it is set to a value that is
greater than the number of
the soft keys, a More soft
key appears and the soft key
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X is positioned in the
desired position from the
left. The original soft key
moves to the next space,
and so forth.
Example:
softkey.1.position = 3
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable”
and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It configures the action or
function for custom soft key
X.
This value uses the same
macro action string syntax
as an Enhanced DSS key.
You can also invoke the EDK
macro that was already
defined. The macro name
follows the character “!”.
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.acti
on =

String

Blank

Add

Example:
softkey.1.action = !macro1

common.
cfg

In this example, macro1
stands for the macro name
configured by the parameter
“edk.edklist.X.mname”.
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It configures the softkey id
for custom softkey X.
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.soft
key_id =

String

Blank

Add

Example:
softkey.1.softkey_id =
custom_macro1
Note: It works only if the
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values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the idle state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
idle =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).

common.
cfg

It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the alerting
(ringing) state.
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
incoming_call
=

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
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It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the connecting
state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
connecting =

0 or 1

0

Add

EDK Soft

softkey.X.use.

0 or 1

0

Add
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Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
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custom soft key X to be
displayed in the transfer
connecting state.

transfer_conn
ecting =

cfg

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the talk state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
on_talk =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).

common.
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It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the call failed
state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
call_failed =

softkey.X.use.
ring_back =

0 or 1

0 or 1

0

Add

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the ring back
state.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the transfer ring
back state.
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
transfer_ring
_back =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
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It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the hold state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
hold =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
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It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the held state.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
held =

0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).

EDK Soft

softkey.X.use.

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the
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custom soft key X to be
displayed in the conference
state.

conferenced
=

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the dial tone
(no numbers entered) state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

softkey.X.use.
dialtone =

0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
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It enables or disables the
custom soft key X to be
displayed in the dialing
state.
0-Disabled
EDK Soft
Keys

EDK
Prompt

softkey.X.use.
dialing =

edk.edkprom
pt.X.label =

0 or 1

String

0

Add

Blank

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“softkey.X.enable” are set to
1 (Enabled).
It configures the prompt
text to be displayed on the
Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK)
prompt X screen.
If it is left blank, no prompt
displays.
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Example:
edk.edkprompt.1.label =
Enter Password
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“edk.edkprompt.X.enable”
are set to 1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables
Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK)
prompt X.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
EDK
Prompt

edk.edkprom
pt.X.enable

0 or 1

0

Add

Note: If a macro attempts to
use an EDK prompt that is
disabled, the macro
execution fails. It works only
if the value of the parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).

common.
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It configures the type of
characters entered by the
user for Enhanced DSS Keys
(EDK) prompt X.
If it is set to numeric, the
default input method is 123,
and you can switch to
abc/ABC/2aB input method.
EDK
Prompt

edk.edkprom
pt.X.type =

text or
numeric

text

Add

If it is set to text, the default
input method is abc, you
can switch to ABC/2aB/123
input method.
Example:
edk.edkprompt.1.type =
numeric
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
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“edk.edkprompt.X.enable”
are set to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the user input
feedback method for
Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK)
prompt X.
If it is set to visible, the
entered text is visible.

EDK
Prompt

edk.edkprom
pt.X.userfeed
back =

visible or
masked

visible

Add

If it is set to masked, the
entered text displays as
asterisk characters (*). It can
be used to mask password
fields.
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Example:
edk.edkprompt.1.userfeedb
ack = masked
Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” and
“edk.edkprompt.X.enable”
are set to 1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables
Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK)
macro X.
0-Disabled

EDK List

EDK List

edk.edklist.X.
enable =

edk.edklist.X.
mname =

0 or 1

String

0

Add

Blank

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the unique
identifier used by the soft
key or DSS key configuration
to reference the enhanced
DSS keys entry for macro X.
It cannot start with a digit.
This parameter must have a
value, it cannot be left
blank.
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Example:
edk.edklist.2.mname =
macro2
Note: If there are two or
more same macros, the soft
key or DSS key will invoke
the macro with a smallest
value of X. It works only if
the value of the parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the action
string that contains a macro
definition of the action that
the softkey or DSS key
performs.

EDK List

edk.edklist.X.
action =

String

Blank

Add

If EDK is enabled, this
parameter must have a
value.
Example:

common.
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edk.edklist.2.action =
1013$Tinvite$
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It enables or disables to
view the softkey or menu
item id by long pressing the
Volume Up key.
0-Disabled
Enhanced
DSS Keys

edk.id_mode.
enable =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add
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Volume Down key to exit. It
works only if the value of
the parameter
“features.enhanced_dss_ke
ys.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
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It configures the maximum
number of concurrent calls
per line key for the IP
phone. It applies to all
registered lines.
If it is set to 0, there is no
limit for the number of
concurrent calls.
Multiple
Call
Appearan
ces

phone_settin
g.call_appear
ance.calls_pe
r_linekey =

Example:
Integer
from 0 to
24

0

Add

phone_setting.call_appeara
nce.calls_per_linekey = 2
It means that you can have
up to two concurrent calls
per line key on the IP phone.

common.
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Note: The value configured
by the parameter
“account.X.phone_setting.ca
ll_appearance.calls_per_line
key” takes precedence over
that configured by this
parameter.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to transfer a call
using a new line key when
multiple line keys are
associated with an account.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Multiple
Call
Appearan
ces

phone_settin
g.call_appear
ance.transfer
_via_new_lin
ekey =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone will transfer a call
using the current line key.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will transfer a call
by automatically selecting a
new line key (the
corresponding line key is not
seized) instead of the
current line key. If all line
keys are seized, the current
line key will be used.
Note: The number of the
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line keys is determined by
the value of the parameter
“account.X.number_of_linek
ey”. The value configured by
the parameter
“account.X.phone_setting.ca
ll_appearance.transfer_via_
new_linekey” takes
precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to set up a
conference call using a new
line key when multiple line
keys are associated with an
account.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone will place a new
call using the current line
key when pressing the
Conf/Conference soft key.
Multiple
Call
Appearan
ces

phone_settin
g.call_appear
ance.confere
nce_via_new
_linekey =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will place a new
call by automatically
selecting a new line key (the
corresponding line key is not
seized) when pressing the
Conf/Conference soft key. If
all line keys are seized, the
current line key will be used.
Note: The number of the
line keys is determined by
the value of the parameter
“account.X.number_of_linek
ey”. The value configured by
the parameter
“account.X.phone_setting.ca
ll_appearance.conference_v
ia_new_linekey” takes
precedence over that
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configured by this
parameter.
It configures the maximum
number of concurrent calls
per line key for account X.
This parameter applies to all
line keys associated with
account X. If account X is a
shared line, an active call
counts as a call appearance
on all phones sharing that
account.

Multiple
Call
Appearan
ces

account.X.ph
one_setting.c
all_appearanc
e.calls_per_li
nekey =

Integer
from 0 to
24

If it is set to 0, there is no
limit for the number of
concurrent calls.
Blank

Add

Example:

mac.cfg

account.1.phone_setting.cal
l_appearance.calls_per_line
key = 2
It means that you can have
up to two concurrent calls
per line key associated with
account 1.
Note: The value configured
by this parameter takes
precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“phone_setting.call_appear
ance.calls_per_linekey”.

Multiple
Call
Appearan
ces

account.X.ph
one_setting.c
all_appearanc
e.transfer_via
_new_linekey
=

It enables or disables the IP
phone to transfer a call
using a new line key when
multiple line keys are
associated with account X.
0 or 1

Blank

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone will transfer a call
using the current line key.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will transfer a call
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by automatically selecting a
new line key (the
corresponding line key is not
seized) instead of the
current line key. If all line
keys are seized, the current
line key will be used.
Note: The number of the
line keys is determined by
the value of the parameter
“account.X.number_of_linek
ey”. The value configured by
this parameter takes
precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“phone_setting.call_appear
ance.transfer_via_new_linek
ey”.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to set up a
conference call using a new
line key when multiple line
keys are associated with
account X.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Multiple
Call
Appearan
ces

account.X.ph
one_setting.c
all_appearanc
e.conference
_via_new_lin
ekey =

0 or 1

Blank

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone will place a new
call using the current line
key when pressing the
Conf/Conference soft key.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will place a new
call by automatically
selecting a new line key (the
corresponding line key is not
seized) when pressing the
Conf/Conference soft key. If
all line keys are seized, the
current line key will be used.
Note: The number of the
line keys is determined by
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the value of the parameter
“account.X.number_of_linek
ey”. The value configured by
this parameter takes
precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“phone_setting.call_appear
ance.conference_via_new_li
nekey”.
It enables or disables auto
answer mute feature.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Features_
Auto
Answer

features.mut
e.autoanswer
_mute.enable
=

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will mute the
microphone when an
incoming call is
automatically answered,
and then the other party
cannot hear you.
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Note: It works only if the
values of parameters
“account.X.auto_answer”
and “features.allow_mute”
are set to 1 (Enabled). It is
not available to the
intercom call.

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
idle.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
and perform the custom
behavior when pressing the
BLF/BLF List key if the
monitored user is idle.

common.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
idle.led =

String

Blank

Add

It configures the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
when the monitored user is
idle.
This value uses the same
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macro action string syntax
as an Enhanced DSS key.
Example:
blf.enhanced.idle.led =
$LEDg1000o$
It means an infinite loop for
BLF/BLF list key LED status:
illuminates solid green for
1000ms and then goes out.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.idle.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor and
monitored user are idle.
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
idle.idle.actio
n=

Example:
String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.idle.idle.action
= 1234$Tinvite$
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.idle.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
idle.callin.acti
on =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
ringing and monitored user
is idle.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.idle.callin.actio
n = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.idle.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
idle.talking.ac
tion =

String

Blank
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Add

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
talking and monitored user
is idle.
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Example:
blf.enhanced.idle.talking.acti
on = newcall
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.idle.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callin.enable
=

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
and perform the custom
behavior when pressing the
BLF/BLF List key if the
monitored user is ringing.

common.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled
It configures the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
when the monitored user is
ringing.
This value uses the same
macro action string syntax
as an Enhanced DSS key.
Example:
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callin.led =

String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.callin.led =
$LEDg1000o$
It means an infinite loop for
BLF/BLF list key LED status:
illuminates solid green for
1000ms and then goes out
when the monitored user is
ringing.
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callin.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callin.idle.acti
on =

String

Blank
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It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is idle
and monitored user is
ringing.
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Example:
blf.enhanced.callin.idle.actio
n = newcall
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callin.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor and
monitored user are ringing.
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callin.callin.ac
tion =

Example:
String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.callin.callin.act
ion = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callin.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callin.talking.
action =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
talking and monitored user
is ringing.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.callin.talking.a
ction = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callin.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callout.enabl
e

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
and perform the custom
behavior for pressing the
BLF/BLF List key when the
monitored user is calling
out.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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It configures the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
when the monitored user is
calling out.
This value uses the same
macro action string syntax
as an Enhanced DSS key.
Example:
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callout.led =

String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.callout.led =
$LEDg1000o$
It means an infinite loop for
BLF/BLF list key LED status:
illuminates solid green for
1000ms and then goes out
when the monitored user is
calling out.
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callout.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callout.idle.ac
tion =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is idle
and monitored user is
calling out.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.callout.idle.act
ion = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callout.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callout.callin.
action =

String

Blank

Add

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
ringing and monitored user
is calling out.
Example:
blf.enhanced.callout.callin.a
ction = newcall
Note: It works only if the
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value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callout.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
callout.talking
.action =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
talking and monitored user
is calling out.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.callout.talking.
action = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.callout.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
talking.enable
=

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
and perform the custom
behavior for pressing the
BLF/BLF List key when the
monitored user is talking.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled
It configures the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
when the monitored user is
talking.
This value uses the same
macro action string syntax
as an Enhanced DSS key.
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
talking.led =

Example:
String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.talking.led =
$LEDg1000o$
It means an infinite loop for
BLF/BLF list key LED status:
illuminates solid green for
1000ms and then goes out
when the monitored user is
talking.
Note: It works only if the
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value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.talking.enable
” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
talking.idle.ac
tion =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is idle
and monitored user is
talking.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.talking.idle.acti
on = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.talking.enable
” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
talking.callin.
action =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
ringing and monitored user
is talking.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.talking.callin.a
ction = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.talking.enable
” is set to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor and
monitored user are talking.
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
talking.talking
.action =

Example:
String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.talking.talking.
action = newcall
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.talking.enable
” is set to 1 (Enabled).
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
parked.enabl
e

0 or 1

0

Add
84

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
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and perform the custom
behavior for pressing the
BLF/BLF List key when a call
is being parked against the
monitored phone.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
It configures the custom
BLF/BLF List key LED status
when a call is being parked
against the monitored
phone.
This value uses the same
macro action string syntax
as an Enhanced DSS key.
Example:
Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
parked.led =

String

Blank

Add

blf.enhanced.parked.led =
$LEDg1000o$
It means an infinite loop for
BLF/BLF list key LED status:
illuminates solid green for
1000ms and then goes out
when a call is being parked
against the monitored
phone.
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.parked.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
parked.idle.ac
tion =

String

Blank

Add

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is idle
and a call is being parked
against the monitored
phone.
Example:
blf.enhanced.parked.idle.act
ion = newcall
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.parked.enabl
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e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
parked.callin.
action =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
ringing and a call is being
parked against the
monitored phone.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.parked.callin.a
ction = newcall
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cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.parked.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Features_
BLF

blf.enhanced.
parked.talkin
g.action =

It configures the behavior
when pressing the BLF/BLF
list key if the monitor is
talking and a call is being
parked against the
monitored phone.
String

Blank

Add

Example:
blf.enhanced.parked.talking.
action = newcall

common.
cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“blf.enhanced.parked.enabl
e” is set to 1 (Enabled).

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
contact.backu
p.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to upload the
<MAC>-contact.xml file to
the server each time the
contacts update and
download the
<MAC>-contact.xml file
from the server during auto
provisioning.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone does not upload
the contact file
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“<MAC>-contact.xml” to the
server, so the IP phone
downloads the contacts in
the “contact.xml” from the
access URL configured by
the parameter
“local_contact.data.url” or
“local_contact.data_photo_t
ar.url” during auto
provisioning.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone uploads the
contact file
“<MAC>-contact.xml” to the
server each time the
contacts update; and
downloads the contacts in
the “<MAC>-contact.xml”
according to its MAC
address from the specific
path configured by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
contact.backup.path” during
auto provisioning.
Note: It does not affect the
downloading of the contact
avatar/icon files.
It configures a path or URL
for the IP phone to
upload/download the
<MAC>-contact.xml file.

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
contact.backu
p.path =

String

Blank

Add

If it is left blank, the IP
phone connects to the
provisioning server URL, and
uploads/downloads the
contact file
“<MAC>-contact.xml”.
Example:
static.auto_provision.local_c
ontact.backup.path =
http://192.168.1.20/contact
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Once the contacts update,
the IP phone will upload the
contact file to the specified
path
“http://192.168.1.20/contac
t”.
During the auto provisioning
process, the IP phone
downloads the contact file
“<MAC>-contact.xml” from
the specified path
“http://192.168.1.20/contac
t”.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
contact.backup.enable” is
set to 1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the
entered number to match
the predefined string of the
digit map after pressing a
send key on the pre-dialing
screen or pressing the DSS
key (e.g., speed dial, BLF or
prefix key).

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.apply_to
.on_hook_dia
l=

0 or 1

1

Add

To enter the pre-dialing
screen, directly enter
numbers when the phone is
idle.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.on_hook_dial”
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takes precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
It enables or disables the
digit map to be applied to
the numbers dialed from
the directory.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.apply_to
.directory_dia
l=

0 or 1

1

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.directory_dial”
takes precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
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It enables or disables the
digit map to be applied to
the numbers that you want
to forward to when
performing call forward.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.apply_to
.forward =

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
incoming calls will be
forwarded to a desired
destination number
according to the string of
the digit map.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
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configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.forward” takes
precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
It enables or disables the
entered number to match
the predefined string of the
digit map after pressing a
send key using off-hook
dialing.
The off-hook dialing
includes: pick up the
handset, press the
Speakerphone key or press
the line key when the phone
is idle.
Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.apply_to
.press_send =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

1

Add

1-Enabled

common.
cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.press_send”
takes precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
It enables or disables the
digit map feature for the IP
phone.

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.enable =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: The value configured
by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” takes precedence
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over that configured by this
parameter.
It configures digit map
pattern used for the dial
plan.
Example:

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.string =

String
within
2048
characters

[2-9]11 |
0T |
011xxx.T
|
[0-1][2-9
]xx
xxxxxxx |
[2-9]xx
xxxxxxx |
[2-9]xxxT
| **x.T |
+x.T|
00x.T

dialplan.digitmap.string =
<[2-9]x:86>3.T|0x.!|1xxx

Add

Note: The string must be
compatible with the digit
map feature of MGCP
described in 2.1.5 of RFC
3435. It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.string” takes precedence
over that configured by this
parameter.
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It configures the time (in
seconds) for the IP phone to
wait before dialing an
entered number if it
matches part of any string of
the digit map.

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.interdigi
t_long_timer
=

Integer
from 0 to
255

10

Add

If it is set to 0, the IP phone
will not dial the entered
number if it only a partial
match exists.
The value of this parameter
should be greater than that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.interdigit
_short_timer”.
For example:
dialplan.digitmap.string =
1xxT|xxxxx<T1>
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dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_
long_timer = 10
dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_
short_timer = 5
When you enter 1, it
matches part of two digit
maps, the IP phone tries to
wait 10 seconds and then
dials out 1 if no numbers
entered;
When you enter 15, it also
matches part of two digit
maps, the IP phone tries to
wait 10 seconds and then
dials out 15 if no numbers
entered;
When you enter 153, it also
matches part of two digit
maps, the IP phone tries to
wait 10 seconds. But after
waiting for 5 seconds, it
completely matches the first
digit map and then
immediately dials out 153.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.interdigit_long_timer”
takes precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.

Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.interdigi
t_short_timer
=

Single
configurat
ion
(configure
a specific
value for

3

Add

It configures the timeout
interval (in seconds) for any
string of digit map.
The IP phone will wait this
many seconds before
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matching the entered digits
to the dial plan and placing
the call.

the timer
letter “T”
for all
strings
with “T”
of the
digit map)
or
Distributi
on
configurat
ion
(configure
a string of
positive
integers
separated
by “|” for
each
string of
the digit
map in
the
correspon
ding
position)

Valid values are:
- Single configuration
(configure a specific value
for the timer letter “T” for
all strings with “T” of the
digit map)
Example:
dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_
short_timer = 5
If the value of the
parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.string” is
set to <[2-9]x:86>3.T|0T, the
IP phone will wait 5 seconds
before matching the entered
digits to this dial plan and
placing the call.
- Distribution configuration
(configure a string of
positive integers separated
by “|” for each string of the
digit map in the
corresponding position)
If there are more digit maps
than timeout values, the last
timeout is applied to the
extra digit map. If there are
more timeout values than
digit maps, the extra
timeout values are ignored.
Example:
dialplan.digitmap.interdigit_
short_timer = 4|5|3|6|2|1
If the value of the
parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.string” is
set to
<[2-9]x:86>3.T|2T|1xxT|0x.!
|[2-9]11T, 4 is applied to the
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“<[2-9]x:86>3.T” digit map,
5 is applied to “2T” digit
map, 3 is applied to “1xxT”
digit map, 6 is applied to
“0x.!” digit map, 2 is applied
to the “[2-9]11T” digit map,
the last digit 1 is ignored.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.interdigit_short_timer”
takes precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
It configures the behavior
when an impossible digit
map match occurs.
0-prevent users from
entering a number and
immediately dial out the
entered numbers
1-the dialing will fail and the
LCD screen will prompt
“Forbidden Number”
Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.no_matc
h_action =

0,1 or 2

0

Add

2-allow users to accumulate
digits and dispatch call
manually with the send key
or automatically dial out the
entered number after a
certain period of time
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.interdigit
_long_timer”
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
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“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.no_match_action” takes
precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
It enables or disables the
entered numbers to match
the predefined string of the
digit map in real time on the
pre-dialing screen.
To enter the pre-dialing
screen, directly enter
numbers when the phone is
idle.
0-Disabled
Local Digit
Map

dialplan.digit
map.active.o
n_hook_diali
ng =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”
or
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.active.on_hook_dialing”
takes precedence over that
configured by this
parameter.
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It enables or disables the XSI
anthentication feature for
the IP phone.
Broadsoft
XSI

bw.xsi.enable
=

0 or 1

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
following features are
unavailable on the phone:
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BroadWorks Anywhere
Remote Office
Line ID Blocking
Anonymous Call Rejection
Simultaneous Ring Personal
BroadSoft Directory
BroadSoft Call Log
Call Park Feature via XSI
Mode
Voice Messaging/Video
Voice Messaging
Centralized Call Recording
Executive and Assistant
It configures the format of
date string.
Y = year, M = month, D =
day, W = day of week
Value formats are:
- Any combination of W, M,
D and the separator (e.g.,
space, dash, slash).
Example:
lcl.datetime.date.format =
W,MD
Time

lcl.datetime.d
ate.format =

String

Blank

Add

The IP phone will display the
date in “W,MD” format (e.g.,
Wed,0420).
- Any combination of Y, M,
D, W and the separator
(e.g., space, dash, slash).
Example:
lcl.datetime.date.format =
YYYY-MMM-DDD-WWW
The IP phone will display the
date in
“YYYY-MMM-DDD-WWW”
format (e.g.,
2016-Apr-20-Wednesday).
Note: “Y”/”YY” represents a
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two-digit year, more than
two “Y” letters (e.g., YYYY)
represent a four-digit year,
“M”/“MM” represents a
two-digit month, “MMM”
represents the abbreviation
of the month, three or more
than three “M” letters (e.g.,
MMM) represent the long
format of the month, one or
more than one “D” (e.g.,
DDD) represents a two-digit
day, “W”/“WW” represents
the abbreviation of the day
of week, three or more
three “W” letters (e.g.,
WWW) represent the long
format of the day of week.
It enables or disables the
network directory feature
for the IP phone.
Broadsoft
phoneboo
k

bw.xsi.directo
ry.enable =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"bw.xsi.enable" is set to 1
(Enabled).
It enables or disables the
BroadSoft call log feature.
0-Disabled

Broadsoft
phoneboo
k

Broadsoft
UC

bw.xsi.call_lo
g.enable =

bw.xmpp.ena
ble =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
"bw.xsi.enable" is set to 1
(Enabled) and XSI is
configured for account 1.

mac.cfg

It enables or disables the UC
feature.
0 or 1

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
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value of the parameter
"bw.enable" is set to 1
(Enabled).
It enables or disables the
visual voice mail feature for
the IP phone.
Broadsoft
_Visual
Voicemail

bw.voice_mai
l.visual.enabl
e=

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"bw.xsi.enable" is set to 1
(Enabled) and XSI is
configured for account 1.
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It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the video
mails in the voice mail list.
0-Disabled
Broadsoft
_Visual
Voicemail

bw.voice_mai
l.visual.displa
y_videomail.e
nable =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
"bw.xsi.enable" and
"bw.voice_mail.visual.enabl
e" are set to 1 (Enabled) and
XSI is configured for account
1.
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It configures the phone
behavior when pressing the
MESSAGE key when the IP
phone is idle.
Broadsoft
_Visual
Voicemail

voice_mail.m
essage_key.m
ode =

0 or 1

0

Add

0-enter the Set Voice Mail
Code screen if the voice mail
access code has not been
configured; dial out the
voice mail access code if the
voice mail access code has
been configured.
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1-enter the View Voice Mail
screen
SIP

sip.requesturi
.e164.addglo
balprefix =

0 or 1

0

Add
98

It enables or disables the IP
phone to add a global prefix
"+" to the E.164 user parts
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in sip: URIs.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will automatically
add a prefix "+" to the
number in the E.164 format
when you dial using the SIP
URI (e.g.,
862512345000@sip.com).
It enables or disables the
local conference for the IP
phone.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Local
Conferenc
e

features.conf
erence.local.e
nable =

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
Conf/Conference soft key
will disappear from the LCD
screen. You cannot create a
conference with other two
parties using the phone’s
local conference even
though the value of the
parameter
“account.X.conf_type” is set
to 0 (Local Conference).
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If it is set to 1 (Enabled), to
create a conference, you
have to configure the value
of the parameter
“account.X.conf_type” to 0
(Local Conference).
Handset/
Headset/S
peakerph
one Mode

features.hand
set_mode.en
able =

Handset/
Headset/S
peakerph
one Mode

features.head
set_mode.en
able =

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the
phone’s handset.
0-Disabled
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1-Enabled

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the
phone’s headset jack.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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Handset/
Headset/S
peakerph
one Mode

features.spea
ker_mode.en
able =

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the
phone’s audio
speakerphone.
0-Disabled
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1-Enabled
It configures the duration
time (in seconds) that a dial
tone plays before a call is
dropped.
Example:

Features_
Audio
Settings

features.call.d
ialtone_time_
out =

Integer
greater
than or
equal to 0

60

Add

features.call.dialtone_time_
out = 30
The IP phone will stop
playing the dial tone on the
dialing screen within 30
seconds and return back to
the idle screen.
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If it is set to 0, the call is not
dropped.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to keep user
personalized settings after
auto provisioning.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Autop_Pr
otect

static.auto_pr
ovision.custo
m.protect =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 1 (Enabled),
<MAC>-local.cfg file
generates and personalized
non-static settings
configured via web or phone
user interface will be kept
after auto provisioning.
Note: The provisioning
priority mechanism
(phone/web user
interface >central
provisioning >factory
defaults) takes effect only if
the value of this parameter
is set to 1 (Enabled). If the
value of the parameter
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“overwrite_mode” is set to
1 in the boot file, the value
of this parameter will be
forced to set to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the anonymous
identity (user name) for
802.1X authentication.

802.1X

static.networ
k.802_1x.ano
nymous_iden
tity =

String
within
512
characters

It is used for constructing a
secure tunnel for 802.1X
authentication.
Blank

Add

Example:
static.network.802_1x.anon
ymous_identity =
user@yealink.com
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.network.802_1x.mod
e” is set to 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7.
It configures the EAP
In-Band provisioning
method for EAP-FAST.
0-Unauthenticated
Provisioning
1-Authenticated
Provisioning

802.1X

static.networ
k.802_1x.eap
_fast_provisio
n_mode =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0
(Unauthenticated
Provisioning), EAP In-Band
provisioning is enabled by
server unauthenticated PAC
(Protected Access
Credential) provisioning
using anonymous
Diffie-Hellman key
exchange.
If it is set to 1
(Authenticated
Provisioning), EAP In-Band
provisioning is enabled by
server authenticated PAC
provisioning using certificate
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based server authentication.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.network.802_1x.mod
e” is set to 7 (EAP-FAST).
It enables or disables the IP
phone to record log locally.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Syslog

static.local_lo
g.enable =

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone will stop recording
log to the log files
(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) locally. The
log files recorded before are
still kept on the phone.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will continue to
record log to the log files
(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) locally. You
can export the local log files
to the provisioning server or
a specific server or the local
system.
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Note: We recommend you
not to disable this feature.
It configures the detail level
of local log information to
be rendered to the
<MAC>-sys.log file.

Syslog

static.local_lo
g.level =

Integer
from 0 to
6

3

Add

When you choose a log
level, you are including all
events of an equal or higher
severity level and excluding
events of a lower severity
level. The logging level you
choose determines the
lowest severity of events to
log.
0-system is unusable
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1-action must be taken
immediately
2-critical condition
3-error conditions
4-warning conditions
5-normal but significant
condition
6-informational
It configures the maximum
size (in KB) of the log files
(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) can be
stored on the IP phone.
When this size is about to be
exceeded,

Syslog

static.local_lo
g.max_file_siz
e=

Integer
from 1024
to 2048

1024

Add

(1) If the local log files are
configured to be uploaded
to the server by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
log.backup.enable”, the IP
phone will clear all the local
log files on the phone once
successfully backing up.
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(2) If the value of the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
log.backup.enable” is set to
0 (Disabled), the IP phone
will erase half of the logs
from the oldest log
information on the phone.
Example:
static.local_log.max_file_siz
e = 1024

Syslog

static.syslog.e
nable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to upload log
messages to the syslog
server in real time.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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It configures the detail level
of syslog information that
displays in the syslog.

Syslog

static.syslog.l
evel =

Integer
from 0 to
6

When you choose a log
level, you are including all
events of an equal or higher
severity level and excluding
events of a lower severity
level. The logging level you
choose determines the
lowest severity of events to
log.
3

Add

0-Emergency: system is
unusable
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1-Alert: action must be
taken immediately
2-Critical: critical conditions
3-Critical: error conditions
4-Warning: warning
conditions
5-Warning: normal but
significant condition
6-Informational:
informational messages

Syslog

static.syslog.t
ransport_typ
e=

0, 1 or 2

3

Add

It configures the transport
protocol that the IP phone
uses when exporting log
messages to the syslog
server.
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0-UDP
1-TCP
2-TLS

Syslog

static.syslog.p
repend_mac_
address.enabl
e=

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to prepend the MAC
address to the log messages
exported to the syslog
server.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Syslog

static.syslog.f

Integer

16
104

Add

It configures the facility that

common.

acility =
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generates the log messages.

from 0 or
23

cfg

0-kernel messages
1-user-level messages
2-mail system
3-system daemons
4-security/authorization
messages (note 1)
5-messages generated
internally by syslogd
6-line printer subsystem
7-network news subsystem
8-UUCP subsystem
9-clock daemon (note 2)
10-security/authorization
messages (note 1)
11-FTP daemon
12-NTP subsystem
13-log audit (note 1)
14-log alert (note 1)
15-clock daemon (note 2)
16-local use 0 (local0)
17-local use 1 (local1)
18-local use 2 (local2)
19-local use 3 (local3)
20-local use 4 (local4)
21-local use 5 (local5)
22-local use 6 (local6)
23-local use 7 (local7)
Note: For more information,
refer to RFC 3164.

Syslog

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
log.backup.en
able =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to upload the local
log files (<MAC>-boot.log
and <MAC>-sys.log) to the
provisioning server or a
specific server.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will upload the
local log files to the
provisioning server or the
specific server to back up
these files when the
following happens:
- Auto provisioning is
triggered;
- The size of the local log
files reaches maximum
configured by the parameter
“static.local_log.max_file_siz
e”;
- It’s time to upload local log
files according to the upload
period configured by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
log.backup.upload_period”.
Note: The upload path is
configured by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
log.backup.path”.
It configures the upload
path of the local log files
(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log).

Syslog

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
log.backup.pa
th =

URL
within
1024
characters

If you leave it blank, the IP
phone will upload the local
log files to the provisioning
server.
Blank

Add

If you configure a relative
URL, the IP phone will
upload the local log files by
extracting the root directory
from the access URL of the
provisioning server.
If you configure an absolute
URL with protocol (e.g.,
tftp), the IP phone will
upload the local log files
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using the desired protocol. If
no protocol, the IP phone
will use the same protocol
with auto provisioning for
uploading files.
Example:
static.auto_provision.local_l
og.backup.path =
tftp://10.3.6.133/upload/
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
log.backup.enable” is set to
1 (Enabled).

Syslog

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
log.backup.up
load_period =

It configures the period (in
seconds) of the local log files
(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) uploads to
the provisioning server or a
specific server.
Integer
from 30
to 86400

Example:
30

Add

static.auto_provision.local_l
og.backup.upload_period =
60
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
log.backup.enable” is set to
1 (Enabled).

Syslog

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
log.backup.ap
pend =

0 or 1

1

Add

It configures whether the
local log files
(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) on the
provisioning server or a
specific server are
overwritten or appended.
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0-Overwrite
1-Append (not applicable to
TFTP Server)
Syslog

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_

0 or 1

0
107

Add

It configures the behavior
when local log files
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(<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) on the
provisioning server or a
specific server reach the
max size.

log.backup.ap
pend.limit_m
ode =

0-Append Delete
1-Append Stop
If it is set to 1 (Append
Delete), the IP phone will
delete the old log and start
over.
If it is set to 2 (Append
Stop), the IP phone will stop
uploading log.

Syslog

Syslog

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
log.backup.ap
pend.max_fil
e_size =

static.auto_pr
ovision.local_
log.backup.bo
otlog.upload_
wait_time =

Integer
from 200
to 65535

1024

Add

It configures the maximum
size (in KB) of the local log
files (<MAC>-boot.log and
<MAC>-sys.log) can be
stored on the provisioning
server or a specific server.
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Example:
static.auto_provision.local_l
og.backup.append.max_file
_size = 1025

Integer
from 1 to
86400

120

Add

It configures the waiting
time (in seconds) before the
phone uploads the local log
file (<MAC>-boot.log) to the
provisioning server or a
specific server after startup.
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Example:
static.auto_provision.local_l
og.backup.bootlog.upload_
wait_time = 121
It triggers the flexible
feature to on or off.

AutoP-Fle
xible

static.auto_pr
ovision.flexibl
e.enable =

0-Off
0 or 1

0

Add

1-On
If it is set to 1 (On), the IP
phone will perform an auto
provisioning process at
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random between a starting
time configured by the
parameter
"static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.begin_time" and an
ending time configured by
the parameter
"static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.end_time" on a random
day within the period
configured
by the parameter
"static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.Interval".
Note: The day within the
period is decided based
upon the phone's MAC
address and does not
change with a reboot
whereas the time within the
start and end is calculated
again with every reboot.
It configures the interval (in
days) for the IP phone to
perform an auto
provisioning process.
The auto provisioning accurs
on a random day within this
period based on the phone's
MAC address.
AutoP-Fle
xible

static.auto_pr
ovision.flexibl
e.interval =

Integer
from 1 to
1000

Example:
1

Add

static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.interval = 30
The IP phone will perform
an auto provisioning process
on a random day (e.g., 18)
based on the phone's MAC
address.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.enable” is set to 1 (On).
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AutoP-Fle
xible

static.auto_pr
ovision.flexibl
e.begin_time
=

Time from
00:00 to
23:59

' 02:00

Add

It configures the starting
time of the day for the IP
phone to perform an auto
provisioning process at
random.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.enable” is set to 1 (On).
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It configures the ending
time of the day for the IP
phone to perform an auto
provisioning process at
random.
If it is left blank or set to a
specific value equal to
starting time configured by
the parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.begin_time”, the IP phone
will perform an auto
provisioning process at the
starting time.

AutoP-Fle
xible

static.auto_pr
ovision.flexibl
e.end_time =

Time from
00:00 to
23:59

Blank

Add

If it is set to a specific value
greater than starting time
configured by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.begin_time”, the IP phone
will perform an auto
provisioning process at
random between the
starting time and ending
time.
It it is set to a specific value
less than starting time
configured by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.begin_time”, the IP phone
will perform an auto
provisioning process at
random between the
starting time on that day
and ending time in the next
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day.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.flexibl
e.enable” is set to 1 (On).
It configures the DHCP
option 60 type.
0-ASCII
1-Binary
AutoP_DH
CP

static.networ
k.dhcp.option
60type =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (ASCII), the
vendor-identifying
information is in ASCII
format.

common.
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If it is set to 1 (Binary), the
vendor-identifying
information is in the format
defined in RFC 3925.

Autop
Provisioni
ng

Autop
Provisioni
ng

Autop_Pr
otect

static.auto_pr
ovision.attem
pt_before_fai
led =

static.auto_pr
ovision.retry_
delay_after_fi
le_transfer_fa
iled =

static.auto_pr
ovision.custo
m.sync.path =

Integer
from 1 to
10

3

Add

It configures the maximum
number of attempts to
transfer a file before the
transfer fails.
Example:

common.
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static.auto_provision.attem
pt_before_failed = 5

Integer
from 1 to
300

5

Add

It configures the time (in
seconds) to wait after a file
transfer fails before retrying
the transfer via auto
provisioning.
Example:

common.
cfg

static.auto_provision.retry_
delay_after_file_transfer_fai
led = 5
It configures the URL for
uploading/downloading the
<MAC>-local.cfg file.
URL

Blank
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Add

If it is left blank, the IP
phone will try to
upload/download the
<MAC>-local.cfg file to/from
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the root directory of
provisioning server.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"static.auto_provision.custo
m.sync" is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the protocol
the IP phone uses to
connect to the provisioning
server.
Autop
Provisioni
ng

Autop
Provisioni
ng

RTP-Sym
metric

static.auto_pr
ovision.server
.type =

static.auto_pr
ovision.user_
agent_mac.e
nable =

features.rtp_s
ymmetric.ena
ble =

FTP, TFTP,
HTTP or
HTTPS

TFTP

Add

Note: It works only if the
common.
protocol type is not defined
cfg
in the access URL of the
provisioning server
configured by the parameter
"static.auto_provision.server
.url".
It enables or disables the IP
phone's MAC address to be
included in the User-Agent
header of HTTP/HTTPS
transfers via auto
provisioning.
0-Disabled

0 or 1

1

Add

1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
phone’s MAC address is not
included in the User-Agent
header of HTTP/HTTPS
transfers and
communications to the web
browser.

0, 1, 2 or
3

0

Add

It configures the
symmetrical RTP (Real-Time
Transport Protocol) feature
on the IP phone.
0-Disabled
1-reject RTP packets arriving
from a non-negotiated IP
address
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2-reject RTP packets arriving
from a non-negotiated port
3-reject RTP packets arriving
from a non-negotiated IP
address or a non-negotiated
port
Note: IP address and port
can be negotiated through
the SDP protocol.
Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

voice.jib.wifi.
adaptive =

0 or 1

1

Add

It configures the type of
jitter buffer in the wireless
network.
0-Fixed

common.
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1-Adaptive
It configures the minimum
delay time (in milliseconds)
of jitter buffer in the
wireless network.

Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

Jitter
Buffer
(Wireless
Network)

voice.jib.wifi.
min =

Integer
from 0 to
1000

voice.jib.wifi.
max =

Integer
from 0 to
1000

voice.jib.wifi.
normal =

Integer
from 0 to
1000

60

500

240

Add

Add

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.adaptive” is
set to 1 (Adaptive). The
value of the minimum delay
time should be less than or
equal to that of the normal
delay time (configured by
the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.normal”).
It configures the maximum
delay time (in milliseconds)
of jitter buffer in the
wireless network.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.adaptive” is
set to 1 (Adaptive).
It configures the normal
delay time (in milliseconds)
of jitter buffer in the
wireless network.
Note: It works only if the
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value of the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.adaptive” is
set to 0 (Fixed). The value of
the normal delay time
should be less than or equal
to that of the maximum
delay time (configured by
the parameter
“voice.jib.wifi.max”).

Server
Redundan
cy

sip.skip_redu
ndant_failove
r_addr =

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone only to send requests
to the servers with different
IP addresses when
encountering a failover.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled
It configures the string used
for source IP address
validation.
Security

sip.request_v
alidation.sour
ce.list =

A valid
string

Blank

Add

It is used to ensure the
request is received from the
IP address of a SIP server.
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Example:
sip.request_validation.sourc
e.list = INVITE, NOTIYF
It configures the string used
for digest authentication.

Security

sip.request_v
alidation.dige
st.list =

A valid
string

Blank

Add

It is used to challenge the
requests with digest
authentication use the local
credentials for the
associated registered
account.
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Example:
sip.request_validation.diges
t.list = INVITE, SUBSCRIBE

Security

sip.request_v
alidation.dige
st.realm =

A valid
string

YealinkSP
IP
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Add

It configures the string used
for authentication
parameter Realm when
performing the digest
authentication.
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Security

sip.request_v
alidation.dige
st.event =

A valid
string

Blank

Add

It configures which events
specified within the Event
header of SUBSCRIBE or
NOTIFY request should be
validated when performing
the digest authentication.
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If it is left blank, all events
will be validated.

CLIP

NAT&ICE

sip.cid_sourc
e.preference
=

ice.enable =

String

0 or 1

P-Preferr
ed-Identi
ty,
P-Assert
ed-Identi
ty,
RemoteParty-ID,
From

0

It configures the priority
order for the sources of
caller identity information.
The headers can be in any
order.

Add

Add

Note: Yealink IP phones
support deriving caller
identity from the following
SIP headers: From,
P-Asserted-Identity (PAI),
P-Preferred-Identity and
Remote-Party-ID (RPID). It
works only if the value of
the parameter
“account.X.cid_source” is
set to 6 (PREFERENCE).
It enables or disables the ICE
(Interactive Connectivity
Establishment) feature on
the IP phone.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

NAT&ICE

sip.nat_turn.e
nable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the
TURN (Traversal Using
Relays around NAT) feature
on the IP phone.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

NAT&ICE

sip.nat_turn.s
erver =

IP address
or domain
name

Blank

Add

It configures the IP address
or the domain name of the
TURN (Traversal Using
Relays around NAT) server.
Example:
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sip.nat_turn.server =
218.107.220.202
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“sip.nat_turn.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the user name
to authenticate to TURN
(Traversal Using Relays
around NAT) server.
NAT&ICE

sip.nat_turn.
username =

Example:
String

Blank

Add

sip.nat_turn.username =
admin
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“sip.nat_turn.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the password
to authenticate to the TURN
(Traversal Using Relays
around NAT) server.
NAT&ICE

sip.nat_turn.
password =

Example:
String

Blank

Add

sip.nat_turn.password =
yealink1105
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“sip.nat_turn.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the port of the
TURN (Traversal Using
Relays around NAT) server.
NAT&ICE

DNS
Query

Example:

sip.nat_turn.
port =

Integer
from 1024
to 65535

3478

sip.dns_trans
port_type =

0 or 1

0

Add

sip.nat_turn.port = 3478
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“sip.nat_turn.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).
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Add

It configures the transport
protocol the IP phone uses
to perform a DNS query.
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0-UDP
1-TCP

SDP

sip.sdp_early
_answer_or_
offer =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to generate an SDP
Offer or Answer message
when receiving a reliable
provisional response or
PRACK request and
response.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Server
Redundan
cy

account.X.sip
_server.Y.invit
e_retry_coun
ts =

Integer
from 1 to
10

3

Add

It configures the number of
retries attempted before
sending requests to the next
available server for account
X when encountering a
failover.

mac.cfg

It enables or disables the IP
phone to only send requests
to the registered server for
account X when
encountering a failover.
0-Disabled
Server
Redundan
cy

Register
Advanced

account.X.sip
_server.Y.only
_signal_with_
registered =

account.X.reg
_failed_retry_
min_time =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

Integer
greater
than or
equal to 0

0

0

Add

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.sip_server.Y.regis
ter_on_enable” is set to 1
(Enabled) and the value of
the parameter
“account.X.sip_server.Y.failb
ack_mode” is set to 1, 2 or
3.
It configures the base time
period to wait (in seconds)
for the IP phone to retry to
re-register account X when
registration fails.
Note: It is used in
conjunction with the
parameter
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"account.X.reg_failed_retry
_max_time" to determine
how long to wait. The
algorithm is defined in RFC
5626. We recommend you
to set this value to an
integer greater than 30 if
you need to configure this
parameter. If the values of
this parameter and the
parameter
"account.X.reg_failed_retry
_max_time" are set to 0, the
interval configured by
"account.X.reg_fail_retry_in
terval" will be used.
It configures the maximum
time period to wait (in
seconds) for the IP phone to
retry to re-register account
X when registration fails.

Register
Advanced

account.X.reg
_failed_retry_
max_time =

Integer
greater
than or
equal to 0

BLA/SCA

account.X.lin
e_seize.expir
es =

Integer
greater
than 30

0

15
118

Add

Add

Note: It is used in
conjunction with the
parameter
"account.X.reg_failed_retry
_min_time" to determine
how long to wait. The
algorithm is defined in RFC
5626. We recommend you
to set this value to an
integer greater than 30 if
you need to configure this
parameter. If the values of
this parameter and the
parameter
"account.X.reg_failed_retry
_min_time" are set to 0, the
interval configured by
"account.X.reg_fail_retry_in
terval" will be used.
It configures the line-seize
subscription expiration time
(in seconds) for account X.
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.shared_line” is
set to 1 (Shared Call
Appearance).
It enables or disables the
Globally Routable User
Agent URI (GRUU) feature
for account X.
GRUU provides a unique
user-agent identifier to a
specific user agent (UA)
instance. It is required in
cases in which the REFER
request must be routed to
the correct UA instance, for
example, a call transfer.
Register
Advanced

account.X.gru
u.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled

mac.cfg

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will add
+sip.instance attribute with
the public GRUU to the
Contact header of the
REGISTER message.
For example:
Contact:
<sip:1012@10.2.20.160:506
0>;+sip.instance="<urn:uuid
:5acd54e8-f197-57e2-aa425f4a5d04367c>"

Server
Redundan
cy

account.X.sip
_server.Y.failb
ack_subscribe
.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to retry to
re-subscribe after
registering to the secondary
server with different IP
address for account X when
encountering a failover.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
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IP phone will immediately
re-subscribe to the
secondary server, for
ensuring the normal use
of the features associated
with subscription (e.g., BLF,
SCA).
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"account.X.sip_server.Y.failb
ack_mode" is set to 1, 2 or
3.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to use inactive
outgoing hold signaling.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Register
Advanced

account.X.hol
d_use_inactiv
e=

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled),
SDP media direction
attribute “a=sendonly” is
used when placing a call on
hold.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), SDP
media direction attribute
“a=inactive” is used when
placing a call on hold. RTP
packets will not be sent or
received.

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"sip.rfc2543_hold" is set to
0 (Disabled).

Features_
DND

features.dnd.l
arge_icon.ena 0 or 1
ble =

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display a large
DND icon on the idle screen.
0-Disabled

common.
cfg

1-Enabled
USB
Recording

features.usb_
call_recording
.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the
recording feature for the IP
phone.
0-Disabled
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1-Enabled
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), you
can record the active audio
call for the phone by
pressing the Start REC soft
key, and the recorded calls
will be saved to the USB
flash drive.

Features_
DTMF

features.dialp
ad_mode_on
_hold.enable
=

It enables or disables the IP
phone to enter the dialing
screen when pressing digits
if the phone is placed on the
hold.
0 or 1

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled

common.
cfg

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone enters the dialing
screen instead of sending
DTMF sequences.
It configures the delay time
(in minutes) to perform an
auto provisioning process
when the IP phone is
inactive at regular week.

AutoP_W
eekly

static.auto_pr
ovision.inacti
vity_time_ex
pire =

Integer
from 0 to
120

0

Add

If it is set to 0, the IP phone
will perform an auto
provisioning process at
random between a starting
time configured by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.begin_time” and an ending
time configured by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.end_time”.
If it is set to other values
(e.g., 60), the IP phone will
perform an auto
provisioning process only
when the IP phone has been
inactivated for 60 minutes (1
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hour) between the starting
time and ending time.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.enable” is set to 1 (On).
It enables or disables the IP
phone to encrypt
<MAC>-local.cfg file using
the plaintext AES key.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Autop_Ae
s Key

static.auto_pr
ovision.encry
ption.config =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
MAC-local CFG file is
uploaded unencrypted and
replaces the one (encrypted
or unencrypted) stored on
the server if you have
configured to back up the
MAC-local CFG file to the
server by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.custo
m.sync”.
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If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
MAC-local CFG file is
uploaded encrypted and
replaces the one (encrypted
or unencrypted) stored on
the server if you have
configured to back up the
MAC-local CFG file to the
server by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.custo
m.sync”. The plaintext AES
key is configured by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.aes_k
ey_16.mac”.
Autop_Ae
s Key

static.auto_pr
ovision.encry
ption.director
y=

0 or 1

0
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Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to encrypt
<MAC>-contact.xml file
using the plaintext AES key.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
contact file is uploaded
unencrypted and replaces
the one (encrypted or
unencrypted) stored on the
server if you have
configured to back up the
contacts to the server by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
contact.backup.enable”.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
contact file is uploaded
encrypted and replaces the
one (encrypted or
unencrypted) stored on the
server if you have
configured to back up the
contacts to the server by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.local_
contact.backup.enable”. The
plaintext AES key is
configured by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.aes_k
ey_16.mac”.
Broadsoft
Security
Classificat
ion

Enhanced
DSS Keys

account.X.sec
urity_classific
ation.enable
=

features.enha
nced_dss_key
s.enable

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables
security classification
feature.

mac.cfg

0-Disabled
1-Enabled

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the
Enhanced DSS Keys (EDK)
feature.
0-Disabled

common.
cfg

1-Enabled
Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.ena
ble =

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the
power saving feature.
0-Disabled
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1-Enabled

Power
Saving

Power
Saving

Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.idle_
timeout =

features.pow
er_saving.off
_hour.idle_ti
meout =

features.pow
er_saving.use
r_input_ext.i
dle_timeout =

It configures the time (in
seconds) to wait in the idle
state before IP phone enter
power-saving mode during
the office hours.
Interger
from 1 to
600

Example:
360

Add

features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.idle_timeout = 600

common.
cfg

The IP phone will enter
power-saving mode when it
has been inactivated for 600
minutes (10 hour) during
the office hours.
It configures the time (in
seconds) to wait in the idle
state before IP phone enter
power-saving mode during
the non-office hours.
Integer
from 1 to
10

Example:
10

Add

features.power_saving.off_h
our.idle_timeout = 5

common.
cfg

The IP phone will enter
power-saving mode when it
has been inactivated for 5
minutes during the
non-office hours.

Integer
from 1 to
30

10

Add

It configures the minimum
time (in minutes) to wait in
the idle state - after using
the phone - before the IP
phone enters power-saving
mode.
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Example:
features.power_saving.user
_input_ext.idle_timeout = 5

Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.mon
day =

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to

7,19

Add

It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on
Monday.
Starting time and duration
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are separated by a comma.

23

Example:
features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.monday = 7,19

Power
Saving

Power
Saving

Power
Saving

Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.tues
day =

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.wedn
esday =

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.thurs
day =

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.frida
y=

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to
23

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to
23

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to
23

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to
23

It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on
Tuesday.
7,19

Add

Starting time and duration
are separated by a comma.
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Example:
features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.tuesday = 7,19
It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on
Wednesday.
7,19

Add

Starting time and duration
are separated by a comma.
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Example:
features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.wednesday = 7,19
It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on
Thursday.
7,19

Add

Starting time and duration
are separated by a comma.
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Example:
features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.thursday = 7,19
It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on Friday.
7,19

Add

Starting time and duration
are separated by a comma.
Example:
features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.friday = 7,19
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Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.satur
day =

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to
23

It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on
Saturday.
7,7

Add

Starting time and duration
are separated by a comma.
Example:

common.
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features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.saturday = 7,7
It represents there is no
office hour on Saturday.

Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.sund
ay =

Integer
from 0 to
23,
Integer
from 0 to
23

It configures the starting
time and ending time of the
day’s office hour on Sunday.

7,7

Add

Starting time and duration
are separated by a comma.
Example:
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features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.sunday = 7,7
It represents there is no
office hour on Sunday.
It configures the time (in
seconds) to wait in the idle
state before the screen
saver starts.
15-15s

Screen
saver

screensaver.w
ait_time =

15, 30, 60,
120, 300,
600, 1800,
3600,
7200,
10800,
21600

30-30s
60-1min
21600

Add

120-2min
300-5min

common.
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600-10min
1800-30min
3600-1h
7200-2h
10800-3h
21600-6h

Screen
saver

screensaver.t
ype =

0 or 1

0
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Add

It configures the type of
screen saver to display.
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0-System
1-Custom
If it is set to 0 (System), the
LCD screen saver will display
the system screen saver
images.
If it is set to 1 (Custom), the
LCD screen will display the
custom screen saver images
(you need to upload custom
image file(s) to the IP
phone).
It configures the interval (in
seconds) for the IP phone to
change the picture when
the screen saver starts.
Screen
saver

Screen
saver

Screen
saver

screensaver.pi
cture_change
_interval =

screensaver.cl
ock_move_in
terval =

screensaver.di
splay_clock.e
nable =

Integer
from 5 to
1200

Integer
from 5 to
1200

0 or 1

60

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“screensaver.type” is set to
1 (Upload Picture) and the
parameter
“screensaver.upload_url”
should be configured in
advance.
It configures the interval (in
seconds) for the IP phone to
move the clock and icons
when the screen saver
starts.

600

1

Add

Add

Note: For custom screen
saver, this parameter works
only if the value of the
parameter
"screensaver.display_clock.e
nable" is set to 1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the clock
and icons when the screen
saver starts.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“screensaver.type” is set to
1 (Custom) and the
parameter
“screensaver.upload_url”
should be configured in
advance.
It enables or disables the
quick login feature.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

WEB
HTTP(S)

wui.quick_log
in =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), you
can quickly log in the web
user interface using a
request URI (e.g.,
https://admin:admin@192.
168.0.10).

common.
cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.wui.https_enable” is
set to 1 (Enabled).
It enables or disables the IP
phone to send Event Flash
by transforming the letter E.
0-Disabled
Features_
DTMF

features.dtmf
.dtmf_flash =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
letter E will be transmitted
as DTMF D.

common.
cfg

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
letter E will be transmitted
as DTMF Flash.

SRTP

account.X.srt
p_lifetime =

Integer
greater
than or
equal to 0

0

Add

It configures the lifetime of
the master key used for the
cryptographic parameter in
SDP. The value specified is
the number of SRTP packets.
When the lifetime is set, a
re-invite with a new key is
sent when the number or
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SRTP packets sent for an
outgoing call exceeds half
the value of the master key
lifetime.
If it is set to 0, the master
key lifetime is not set.
If it is set to 1 to 1024, the
master key lifetime is 1024.
If it is set to 1025 to 2048,
the master key lifetime is
the configured value.
If it is set to a value greater
than 2048, the master key
lifetime is 2048.
Note: Setting this parameter
to a non-zero value may
affect the performance of
the phone.
It enables or disables the
timer for ict and nict when
TCP protocol is used.
Failover

sip.reliable_p
rotocol.timer
AE.enable =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
Note: This parameter can be
used for fast failover
purpose when TCP
connection fails.
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It enables or disables the IP
phone to encrypt
<MAC>-local.cfg file using
the plaintext AES key.
0-Disabled
Autop_Ae
s Key

static.auto_pr
ovision.encry
ption.config =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0
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Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
MAC-local CFG file is
uploaded unencrypted and
replaces the one (encrypted
or unencrypted) stored on
the server if you have
configured to back up the
MAC-local CFG file to the
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server by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.custo
m.sync”.
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
MAC-local CFG file is
uploaded encrypted and
replaces the one (encrypted
or unencrypted) stored on
the server if you have
configured to back up the
MAC-local CFG file to the
server by the parameter
“static.auto_provision.custo
m.sync”. The plaintext AES
key is configured by the
parameter
“static.auto_provision.aes_k
ey_16.mac”.

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_pr
ovision.dns_r
esolv_nosys =

It enables or disables the IP
phone to resolve the access
URL of the provisioning
server using download
libraries mechanism.
0 or 1

1

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
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If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone resolves the access
URL of the provisioning
server using system
mechanism.
It configures the retry times
when the IP phone fails to
resolve the access URL of
the provisioning server.

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_pr
ovision.dns_r
esolv_nretry
=

Integer
from 1 to
10

2

Add

Autop
Provisioni

static.auto_pr
ovision.dns_r

Integer
from 1 to

5

Add
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Note: For each different DNS
server, it works only if the
value of the parameter
"static.auto_provision.dns_r
esolv_nosys" is set to 1
(Enabled).
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It configures the timeout (in
seconds) for the phone to
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ng

esolv_timeou
t=
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retry to resolve the access
URL of the provisioning
server.

60

Note: For each different DNS
server, it works only if the
value of the parameter
"static.auto_provision.dns_r
esolv_nosys" is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the access URL
for XSI authentication.

Broadsoft
XSI

account.X.xsi.
custom_url =

String

Blank

Add

If it is left blank,
com.broadsoft.xsi-actions
will be used.

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"bw.xsi.enable" is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the volume of
the speaker when receiving
the multicast paging calls.

Multicast

multicast.liste
n_address.X.v
olume =

Integer
from 0 to
15

0

Add

If it is set to 0, the current
volume of the speaker takes
effect. The volume of the
speaker can be adjusted by
pressing the Volume key in
advance when the phone is
during a call. You can also
adjust the volume of the
speaker during the paging
call.
If it is set to 1 to 15, the
configured volume takes
effect and the current
volume of the speaker will
be ignored. You are not
allowed to adjust the
volume of the speaker
during the paging call.
Example:
multicast.listen_address.1.v
olume = 1
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It enables or disables the IP
phone to always use the
speaker as the audio device
when receiving the
multicast paging calls.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Multicast

multicast.rec
eive.use_spe
aker =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
engaged audio device will
be used when receiving the
multicast paging calls.
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Note: If there is an active
call on the phone, the call
will not be interrupted by
the incoming multicast
paging calls even if the value
of this parameter is set to 1.
But there is a warning tone
from the speaker.
It configures the channel
that the IP phone listens to.

Multicast

multicast.liste
n_address.X.c
hannel =

Integer
from 0 to
30

0

Add

If it is set to 0, the IP phone
can receive an RTP stream
of the pre-configured
multicast address from the
IP phones running firmware
version 80 or prior, from the
IP phones listen to the
channel 0, or from the
available third-party devices
(e.g., Cisco IP phones).
If it is set to 1 to 25, the IP
phone can receive an RTP
stream of the
pre-configured multicast
address on the channel 1 to
25 respectively from Yealink
or Polycom IP phones.
It it is set to 26 to 30, the IP
phone can receive the RTP
stream of the
pre-configured multicast
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address on the channel 26
to 30 respectively from
Yealink IP phones.
Example:
multicast.listen_address.1.c
hannel = 2
It configures the channel of
the multicast paging group
in the paging list.
If it is set to 0, all the Yealink
IP phones running firmware
version 80 or prior or Yealink
IP phones listens to channel
0 or third-party available
devices (e.g., Cisco IP
phones) in the paging group
can receive the RTP stream.

Multicast

multicast.pagi
ng_address.X.
channel =

Integer
from 0 to
30

0

Add

If it is set to 1 to 25, the
Polycom or Yealink IP
phones preconfigured to
listen to the channel can
receive the RTP stream.
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It it is set to 26 to 30, the
Yealink IP phones
preconfigured to listen to
the channel can receive the
RTP stream.
Example:
multicast.paging_address.1.
channel = 3
multicast.paging_address.2.
channel = 5

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.asserte
d_id_source =

ELIN or
CUSTOM

It configures the precedence
of source of emergency
outbound identities when
placing an emergency call.
ELIN
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Add

If it is set to ELIN, the
outbound identity used in
the P-Asserted-Identity (PAI)
header of the SIP INVITE
request is taken from the
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network using an LLDP-MED
Emergency Location
Identifier Number (ELIN).
The custom outbound
identity configured by
“dialplan.emergency.custom
_asserted_id” will be used if
the phone fails to get the
LLDP-MED ELIN value.
If it is set to CUSTOM, the
custom outbound identity
configured by
“dialplan.emergency.custom
_asserted_id” will be used;
if the value of the parameter
“dialplan.emergency.custom
_asserted_id” is left blank,
the LLDP-MED ELIN value
will be used.
Note: If the obtained ELIN
value is blank and no
custom outbound identity,
the PAI header will not be
included in the SIP INVITE
request.
It configures the custom
outbound identity when
placing an emergency call.

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.custom
_asserted_id
=

10-25
digits, SIP
URI, or
TEL URI

Blank
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Add

If using a TEL URI, for
example, tel:+16045558000.
The full URI is included in
the P-Asserted-Identity (PAI)
header (e.g.,
<tel:+16045558000>).
If using a SIP URI, for
example,
sip:1234567890123@abc.co
m. The full URI is included in
the P-Asserted-Identity (PAI)
header and the address will
be replaced by the
emergency server (e.g.,
<sip:1234567890123@emer
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gency.com>).
If using a 10-25 digit
number, for example,
1234567890. The SIP URI
constructed from the
number and SIP server (e.g.,
abc.com) is included in the
P-Asserted-Identity (PAI)
header (e.g.,
<sip:1234567890@abc.com
>).
It configures the IP address
or domain name of the
emergency server X to be
used for routing calls.

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.server.
X.address =

IP address
or domain
name

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.server.
X.port =

Integer
from 1 to
65535

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.server.
X.transport_t
ype =

0, 1, 2 or
3

Blank

5060

Add

Add

Note: If the account is
registered successfully or
failed (the account
information has been
configured), the emergency
calls will be dialed using the
following priority: SIP
server>emergency server; if
the account is not
registered, the emergency
server will be used.
It configures the port of
emergency server X to be
used for routing calls.
It configures the transport
method the IP phone uses
to communicate with the
emergency server X.

0

Add

0-UDP

common.
cfg
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1-TCP
2-TLS
3-DNS-NAPTR

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.X.value
=

number
or SIP URI

When X
= 1, the
default
value is
135

Add

It configures the emergency
number to use on your IP
phone so a caller can
contact emergency services
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911;
in the local area when
required.
When X
= 2-255,
the
default
value is
Blank.
It configures the priority for
the emergency servers to be
used.
The digits are separated by
commas. The servers to be
used in the order listed (left
to right).

Emergenc
y Dialplan

dialplan.emer
gency.X.serve
r_priority =

a
combinati
on of
digits 1, 2
and 3

0

Add

The IP phone tries to send
the INVITE request to the
emergency server with
higher priority. If the
emergency server with
higher priority does not
respond correctly to the
INVITE, then the phone tries
to make the call using the
emergency server with
lower priority, and so forth.
The IP phone tries to send
the INVITE request to each
emergency server for three
times.
Example:
dialplan.emergency.1.server
_priority = 2, 1, 3
It means the IP phone sends
the INVITE request to the
emergency server 2 first. If
the emergency server 2
does not respond correctly
to the INVITE, then tries to
make the call using the
emergency server 1. If the
emergency server 1 does
not respond correctly to the
INVITE, then tries to make
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the call using the emergency
server 3. The IP phone tries
to send the INVITE request
to each emergency server
for three times.
Note: If the IP address of the
emergency server with
higher priority has not been
configured, the emergency
server with lower priority
will be used. If the account
is registered successfully or
failed (the account
information has been
configured), the emergency
calls will be dialed using the
following priority: SIP
server>emergency server; if
the account is not
registered, the emergency
server will be used.
It enables or disables the
entered numbers to match
the predefined string of the
digit map in real time on the
pre-dialing screen for
account X.

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.active.on_ho
ok_dialing =

To enter the pre-dialing
screen, directly enter
numbers when the phone is
idle.
0 or 1

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.active.on_hook_dialing”
takes precedence over that
configured by the parameter
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“dialplan.digitmap.active.o
n_hook_dialing”.
It enables or disables the
digit map to be applied to
the numbers dialed from
the directory for account X.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.apply_to.dire
ctory_dial =

0 or 1

1

Add

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.directory_dial”
takes precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.
directory_dial”.

mac.cfg

It enables or disables the
digit map to be applied to
the numbers that you want
to forward to when
performing call forward for
account X.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.apply_to.for
ward =

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
incoming calls will be
forwarded to a desired
destination number
according to the string of
the digit map.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.forward” takes
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precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.
forward”.
It enables or disables the
entered number to match
the predefined string of the
digit map after pressing a
send key on the pre-dialing
screen or pressing the DSS
key (e.g., speed dial, BLF or
prefix key) for account X.

Digit Map

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.apply_to.on_
hook_dial =

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.apply_to.pre
ss_send =

To enter the pre-dialing
screen, directly enter
numbers when the phone is
idle.
0 or 1

1

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.on_hook_dial”
takes precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.
on_hook_dial”.

0 or 1

1
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Add

It enables or disables the
entered number to match
the predefined string of the
digit map after pressing a
send key using off-hook
dialing for account X.
The off-hook dialing
includes: pick up the
handset, press the
Speakerphone key or press
the line key when the phone
is idle.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.apply_to.press_send”
takes precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.apply_to.
press_send”.
It enables or disables the
digit map feature for the
account X.
0-Disabled

Digit Map

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.enable =

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.interdigit_lo
ng_timer =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: The value configured
by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” takes precedence
over that configured by the
parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.enable”.

mac.cfg

It configures the time (in
seconds) to wait before
dialing an entered number if
it matches part of any string
of the digit map for the
account X.
Integer
from 0 to
255

10

Add

If it is set to 0, the IP phone
will not dial the entered
number if it only a partial
match exists.
The value of this parameter
should be greater than that
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.interdigit_short_timer”.
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For example:
account.1.dialplan.digitmap.
string = 1xxT|xxxxx<T1>
account.1.dialplan.digitmap.
interdigit_long_timer = 10
account.1.dialplan.digitmap.
interdigit_short_timer = 5
When you enter 1, it
matches part of two digit
maps, the IP phone tries to
wait 10 seconds and then
dials out 1 if no numbers
entered;
When you enter 15, it also
matches part of two digit
maps, the IP phone tries to
wait 10 seconds and then
dials out 15 if no numbers
entered;
When you enter 153, it also
matches part of two digit
maps, the IP phone tries to
wait 10 seconds. But after
waiting for 5 seconds, it
completely matches the first
digit map and then
immediately dials out 153.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.interdigit_long_timer”
takes precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.interdigit
_long_timer”.
Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.interdigit_sh

Single
configurat
ion

3
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Add

It configures the timeout
interval (in seconds) for any
string of digit map for
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account X.

(configure
a specific
value for
the timer
letter “T”
for all
strings
with “T”
of the
digit map)
or 
Distributi
on
configurat
ion
(configure
a string of
positive
integers
separated
by “|” for
each
string of
the digit
map in
the
correspon
ding
position)

The IP phone will wait this
many seconds before
matching the entered digits
to the dial plan and placing
the call.
Valid values are:
-Single configuration
(configure a specific value
for the timer letter “T” for
all strings with “T” of the
digit map)
Example:
account.1.dialplan.digitmap.
interdigit_short_timer = 5
If the value of the
parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.string” is
set to <[2-9]x:86>3.T|0T, the
IP phone will wait 5 seconds
before matching the entered
digits to this dial plan and
placing the call.
-Distribution configuration
(configure a string of
positive integers separated
by “|” for each string of the
digit map in the
corresponding position)
If there are more digit maps
than timeout values, the last
timeout is applied to the
extra digit map. If there are
more timeout values than
digit maps, the extra
timeout values are ignored.
Example:
account.1.dialplan.digitmap.
interdigit_short_timer =
4|5|3|6|2|1
If the value of the
parameter
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“dialplan.digitmap.string” is
set to
<[2-9]x:86>3.T|2T|1xxT|0x.!
|[2-9]11T, 4 is applied to the
“<[2-9]x:86>3.T” digit map,
5 is applied to “2T” digit
map, 3 is applied to “1xxT”
digit map, 6 is applied to
“0x.!” digit map, 2 is applied
to the “[2-9]11T” digit map,
the last digit 1 is ignored.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.interdigit_short_timer”
takes precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.interdig
it_short_timer”.
It configures the behavior
when an impossible digit
map match occurs for
account X.
0-prevent users from
entering a number and
immediately dial out the
entered numbers

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.no_match_a
ction =

0, 1 or 2

0

Add

1-the dialing will fail and the
LCD screen will prompt
“Forbidden Number”
2-allow users to accumulate
digits and dispatch call
manually with the send key
or automatically dial out the
entered number after a
certain period of time
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.interdigit
_long_timer”
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Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.no_match_action” takes
precedence over that
configured by the parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.no_matc
h_action”.
It configures digit map
pattern used for the dial
plan for account X.
Example:

Digit Map

account.X.dial
plan.digitmap
.string =

String
within
2048
characters

[2-9]11 |
0T |
011xxx.T
|
[0-1][2-9
]xx
xxxxxxx |
[2-9]xx
xxxxxxx |
[2-9]xxxT
| **x.T |
+x.T|
00x.T

account.1.dialplan.digitmap.
string =
<[2-9]x:86>3.T|0x.!|1xxx

Add

Note: The string must be
compatible with the digit
map feature of MGCP
described in 2.1.5 of RFC
3435. It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.enable” is set to 1
(Enabled). The value
configured by the parameter
“account.X.dialplan.digitma
p.string” takes precedence
over that configured by the
parameter
“dialplan.digitmap.string”.

mac.cfg

It configures the hoteling
mode for account X.
Broadsoft
Flexible
Seating

account.X.hot
eling.mode =

0, 1, 2 or
3

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Hoteling

mac.cfg

2-Flexible Seating Host
3-Flexible Seating Guest

Broadsoft
Flexible

account.X.hot
eling.pin =

String

Blank
144

Add

It configures the flexible

mac.cfg
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seating pin for account X.

Seating

It enable or disable the
flexible seating feature for
account X.
0-Disabled
Broadsoft
Flexible
Seating

account.X.flex
ible_seating.e
nable =

1-Enabled
0 or 1

0

Add

Note: For host, It works only
if the values of the
parameters
“account.X.hoteling.enable”
and “account.X.acd.enable”
are set to 0 (Disabled).

mac.cfg

It configures the call waiting
mode.
0-Local
1-XSI
Broadsoft
_Call
Waiting

call_waiting.
mode =

0 or 1

0

Add

If it is set to 1 (XSI), the
status of the call waiting
feature between the IP
phone and the BroadWorks
server can be synchronized.

common.
cfg

Note: If it is set to 1 (XSI), it
works only if the value of
the parameter
"bw.xsi.enable" is set to 1
(Enabled).

Wallpaper

phone_settin
g.background
s_with_dsske
y_unfold =

Auto,
Default.jp
g, 01.jpg,
02.jpg,
03.jpg,
04.jpg,
05.jpg,
06.jpg,
07.jpg,
08.jpg,
09.jpg or
10.jpg or
custom
wallpaper
name
(e.g.,

It configures the wallpaper
displayed on the IP phone
when the DSS key list is
unfolded.

Auto

Add

If it is set to Auto, the IP
phone will use the
wallpaper selected for the
idle screen configured by
the parameter
“phone_setting.background
s”.
Example:
phone_setting.backgrounds
_with_dsskey_unfold =
01.jpg
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wallpaper.
jpg)
It enables or disables the
power indicator LED to flash
when the IP phone misses a
call.

LED

phone_settin
g.missed_call
_power_led_f
lash.enable =

For
T48G/T48S/T46G/T46S/T42
G/T42S/T41P/T41S/T40P/T2
9G/T27P/T27G/T23P/T23G/
T21(P) E2 IP phones:
0 or 1

0

Add

0-Disabled (power indicator
LED does not flash)

common.
cfg

1-Enabled (power indicator
LED slow flashes (1000ms)
red)
For SIP-T19(P) E2 IP phones:
0-Disabled (power indicator
LED does not flash)
1-Enabled (power indicator
LED slow flashes (1000ms)
yellow)
It configures the access URL
of the custom screen saver
image.
Example:
screensaver.upload_url =
http://192.168.10.25/Scree
ncapture.jpg

Screen
saver

screensaver.u
pload_url =

URL
within
511
characters

Blank

Add

During the auto provisioning
process, the IP phone
connects to the HTTP
provisioning server
“192.168.10.25”, and
downloads the screen saver
image “Screencapture.jpg”.
If you want to download
multiple screen saver
images to the phone
simultaneously, you can
configure as following:
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screensaver.upload_url =
http://192.168.10.25/Scree
ncapture.jpg
screensaver.upload_url =
http://192.168.10.25/Scree
nsaver.jpg
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“screensaver.type” is set to
1 (Custom).
It configures the IP address
to be advertised in SIP
signaling.

NAT&ICE

network.stati
c_nat.addr =

It should match the external
IP address used by the NAT
device.
IP address

Blank

Add

Example:
network.static_nat.addr =
172.16.1.1

common.
cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“network.static_nat.enable”
is set to 1 (Enabled).

NAT&ICE

network.stati
c_nat.enable
=

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the
manual NAT feature on the
IP phone.
0-Disabled

common.
cfg

1-Enabled

Features_
Others

features.sho
w_default_ac
count =

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the label of
the default account in the
left of the status bar on the
idle screen.
0 or 1

1

Add

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Note: For
SIP-T42G/T42S/T41P/T41S/T
27P/T27G IP phones, the
label of the default account
is displayed in the middle
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bottom of the idle screen.
It configures the
transparency of the DSS
keys and status bar on the
idle screen for the IP phone.

Transpare
ncy

phone_settin
gs.idle_dsske
y_and_title.tr
ansparency =

0%, 20%,
40%, 60%,
80% or
100%

100%

Add

If it is set to 0%, the DSS
keys and status bar are
non-transparent.
Example:

common.
cfg

phone_settings.idle_dsskey
_and_title.transparency =
80%
Note: It is also applicable
when the DSS key list is
unfolded.

Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.offi
ce_hour.idle_
timeout =

It configures the time (in
seconds) to wait in the idle
state before IP phone enter
power-saving mode during
the office hours.
Interger
from 1 to
960

Example:
960

Add

features.power_saving.offic
e_hour.idle_timeout = 600

common.
cfg

The IP phone will enter
power-saving mode when it
has been inactivated for 600
minutes (10 hour) during
the office hours.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to change the user’s
current presence state
locally.

Broadsoft
UC

bw.xmpp.cha
nge_presence
.enable =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), My
Status key will disappear
from the DSS key list.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"bw.xmpp.enable" is set to 1
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(Enabled).

Call
Decline
Policy

features.call_
decline.enabl
e=

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables call
decline feature for the IP
phone.
0-Disabled

common.
cfg

1-Enabled

Call
Decline
Policy

account.X.fea
tures.call_dec
line.enable =

0 or 1

Blank

Add

It enables or disables call
decline feature for account
X.

mac.cfg

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
It configures the duration
time (in milliseconds) for
each digit when a sequence
of DTMF tones is played out
automatically.

Features_
DTMF

features.dtmf
.duration =

Features_
DTMF

features.dtmf
.min_interval
=

Audio
Codec

account.X.cod
ec.<payload_t
ype>.enable =
(where
<payload_typ
e> should be

Integer
from 0 to
300

100

Integer
from 0 to
300

50

0 or 1

When
audio
codec is
PCMA,
the
default
149

Add

Add

Add

Note: If the time interval
between two DTMF digits is
less than this value, two or
more same DTMF digits
could be identified as one
DTMF digit. This may cause
the loss of one or more
DTMF digits. For example,
2662 may be identified as
262. If so, you can modify
the value of this parameter
to a little lower than the
default value.
It configures the minimum
inter-digit time (in
milliseconds) between digits
when a sequence of DTMF
tones is played out
automatically.
It enables or disables the
specified audio codec for
account X.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

common.
cfg

common.
cfg
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Valid Audio Codec:
value is
1;
For
When
SIP-T48S/T46S/T42S/T41S:
audio
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
codec is
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G729,
G726-40, iLBC, G723_53,
the
G723_63, opus
default
For
value is
SIP-T48G/T46G/T42G/T41P/
1;
T29G:
When
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
audio
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
codec is
G726-40, iLBC, G723_53,
G726-16,
G723_63
the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
codec is
G726-24,
the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
codec is
G726-32,
the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
codec is
G726-40,
the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
150

For
SIP-T40P/T27G/T23P/T23G/
T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2:
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G726-40, iLBC, opus
For SIP-T27P:
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G726-40, iLBC
Example:
For
SIP-T48S/T46S/T42S/T41S:
account.1.codec.g722.enabl
e=1
account.1.codec.pcmu.enabl
e=1
account.1.codec.pcma.enabl
e=1
account.1.codec.g729.enabl
e=1
account.1.codec.g726_16.e
nable = 0
account.1.codec.g726_24.e
nable = 0
account.1.codec.g726_32.e
nable = 0
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account.1.codec.g726_40.e
codec is
nable = 0
iLBC, the
default
account.1.codec.ilbc.enable
value is
=0
0;
account.1.codec.g723_53.e
When
nable = 0
audio
account.1.codec.g723_63.e
codec is
nable = 0
G723_53
account.1.codec.opus.enabl
, the
e=1
default
It means that the codecs
value is
G722, PCMU, PCMA, G729
0;
and opus are enabled on the
When
account 1.
audio
codec is
Note: The name of audio
G723_63
codec in this parameter
, the
should be the correct one as
default
listed in the above example,
value is
otherwise the
0;
corresponding configuration
When
will not take effect.
audio
codec is
opus, the
default
value is
0;

Audio
Codec

account.X.cod
ec.<payload_t
ype>.priority
=
(where
<payload_typ
e> should be
replaced by
the name of
audio codec)

Integer
from 0 to
12

When
audio
codec is
G726_16
, the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
codec is
G726_24
, the
default
value is
0;
151

It configures the priority of
the enabled audio codec for
account X.
Valid Audio Codec:
For
SIP-T48S/T46S/T42S/T41S:
Add

G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G726-40, iLBC, G723_53,
G723_63, opus
For
SIP-T48G/T46G/T42G/T41P/
T29G:
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
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G726-40, iLBC, G723_53,
When
G723_63
audio
codec is
For
G726_32
SIP-T40P/T27G/T23P/T23G/
, the
T21(P) E2/T19(P) E2:
default
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
value is
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
0;
G726-40, iLBC, opus
When
For SIP-T27P:
audio
G722, PCMA, PCMU, G729,
codec is
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G726_40
G726-40, iLBC
, the
Example:
default
value is
For
0;
SIP-T48S/T46S/T42S/T41S:
When
account.1.codec.g722.priori
audio
ty = 1
codec is
account.1.codec.pcmu.priori
iLBC, the
ty = 2
default
account.1.codec.pcma.priori
value is
ty = 3
0;
account.1.codec.g729.priori
When
ty = 4
audio
codec is
G723_53
, the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
codec is
G723_63
, the
default
value is
0;
When
audio
codec is
opus, the
default
152

account.1.codec.g726_16.pr
iority = 0
account.1.codec.g726_24.pr
iority = 0
account.1.codec.g726_32.pr
iority = 0
account.1.codec.g726_40.pr
iority = 0
account.1.codec.ilbc.priority
=0
account.1.codec.g723_53.pr
iority = 0
account.1.codec.g723_63.pr
iority = 0
account.1.codec.opus.priorit
y=5
Note: The priority of codec
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value is
in disable codec list is not
0;
specified, and numerical
value 1 is defined as the
highest priority in the
enable codec list. The name
of audio codec in this
parameter should be the
correct one as listed in the
above example, otherwise
the corresponding
configuration will not take
effect.

Audio
Codec

account.X.cod
ec.<payload_t
ype>.rtpmap
=
(where
<payload_typ
e> should be
replaced by
the name of
audio codec)

Integer
from 0 to
127

When
audio
codec is
G726-16,
the
default
value is
103;
When
audio
codec is
G726-24,
the
default
value is
104;
When
audio
codec is
G726-32,
the
default
value is
102;
When
audio
codec is
G726-40,
the
default
value is
105;
153

It configures the rtpmap of
the audio codec for account
X.
Valid Audio Codec:
For
SIP-T48S/T46S/T42S/T41S/T
40P/T27G/T23P/T23G/T21(P
) E2/T19(P) E2:
G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G726-40, iLBC, opus
For
SIP-T48G/T46G/T42G/T41P/
T29G/T27P:
Add

G726-16, G726-24, G726-32,
G726-40, iLBC
Example:
account.1.codec.g726_16.rt
pmap = 103
account.1.codec.g726_24.rt
pmap = 104
account.1.codec.g726_32.rt
pmap = 102
account.1.codec.g726_40.rt
pmap = 105
account.1.codec.ilbc.rtpmap
= 108
account.1.codec.opus.rtpma
p = 107
Note: The name of audio
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codec in this parameter
When
should be the correct one as
audio
listed in the above example,
codec is
otherwise the
iLBC, the
corresponding configuration
default
will not take effect.
value is
106;
When
audio
codec is
opus, the
default
value is
107;

Features_
BLF

features.blf.ri
ng_type =

Ring1.wav
,
Ring2.wav
,
Ring3.wav
,
Ring4.wav
,
Ring5.wav
,
Ring6.wav
,
Ring7.wav
,
Ring8.wav
,
Silent.wav,
Splash.wa
v or
custom
ring tone
name
(e.g.,
Config:Cu
stomring.
wav).

Wallpaper

phone_settin
g.background
s_with_dsske
y_unfold =

Auto,
Default.jp
g, 01.jpg,
02.jpg,

It configures a ring tone for
BLF pickup.
Example:
features.blf.ring_type =
Ring5.wav
Splash.w
av

Auto
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Add

Add

Note: It works only if the
values of the parameters
“features.pickup.blf_visual_
enable” and
“features.pickup.blf_audio_
enable” are set to 1
(Enabled).

It configures the wallpaper
displayed on the IP phone
when the DSS key list is
unfolded.
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cfg
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If it is set to Auto, the IP
phone will use the
wallpaper selected for the
idle screen configured by
the parameter
“phone_setting.background
s”.

03.jpg,
04.jpg,
05.jpg,
06.jpg,
07.jpg,
08.jpg,
09.jpg or
10.jpg or
custom
wallpaper
name
(e.g.,
wallpaper.
jpg)

Example:
phone_setting.backgrounds
_with_dsskey_unfold =
01.jpg

It enables or disables the
power saving intelligent
mode.
0-Disable
1-Enabled

Power
Saving

features.pow
er_saving.inte
lligent_mode
=

0 or 1

1

Add

If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
IP phone stays in
power-saving mode even if
the office hour arrives the
next day.

common.
cfg

If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone will automatically
identify the office hour and
exit power-saving mode
once the office hour arrives
the next day.

Features_
BLF

features.blf_a
ctive_backlig
ht.enable =

0 or 1

1

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to turn on the
backlight or stop the screen
saver when the BLF/BLF list
status changes.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

AutoP_W
eekly

static.auto_pr
ovision.weekl
y_upgrade_in
terval =

Integer
from 0 to
12

1

Add

It configures the time
interval (in weeks) for the IP
phone to perform an auto
provisioning.
If it is set to 0 or 1, the IP
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phone will perform an auto
provisioning process every
other week.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“static.auto_provision.weekl
y.enable” is set to 1 (On).
It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the Park
soft key during a call.
Call Park

features.call_
park.enable =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled
If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
Retrieve soft key will also be
displayed on the dialing
screen.
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It enables or disables the IP
phone to display the GPark
soft key during a call.
Broadsoft
_Call Park

features.call_
park.group_e
nable =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled

mac.cfg

Note: If it is set to 1
(Enabled), the Retrieve soft
key will also be displayed on
the dialing screen.
It enables or disables the IP
phone to play a warning
tone when a call is parked
against its line.

Broadsoft
_Call Park

features.call_
park.park_rin
g=

Broadsoft
_Call Park

features.call_
park.park_vis
ual_notify_en
able =

0-Disabled
0 or 1

0

Add

1-Enabled

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“features.call_park.park_vis
ual_notify_enable” is set to
1 (Enabled).

0 or 1

0
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Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to display a parked
indicator when a call is
parked against its line.
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0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Autop
Provisioni
ng

static.auto_pr
ovision.user_
agent_mac.e
nable =

It enables or disables the IP
phone's MAC address to be
included in the User-Agent
header of HTTP/HTTPS
transfers via auto
provisioning.
0-Disabled
0 or 1

1

Add

1-Enabled
If it is set to 0 (Disabled), the
phone’s MAC address is not
included in the User-Agent
header of HTTP/HTTPS
transfers and
communications to the web
browser.
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It configures the phone
behavior when pressing the
MESSAGE key when the IP
phone is idle.
Broadsoft
_Visual
Voicemail

voice_mail.m
essage_key.m
ode =

0 or 1

0

Add

0-enter the Set Voice Mail
Code screen if the voice mail
access code has not been
configured; dial out the
voice mail access code if the
voice mail access code has
been configured.
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1-enter the View Voice Mail
screen
It enables or disables the
centralized call recording
feature for account X.
Broadsoft
_Centraliz
ed Call
Recording

0-Disabled
account.X.call
_recording.en
able =

0 or 1

0

157

Add

1-Enabled
Note: For
SIP-T48G/T48S/T46G/T46S/
T29G IP phones, it works
only if the values of the
parameters
"features.usb_call_recording
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.enable"is set to 0
(Disabled).
Broadsoft
Flexible
Seating

Features_
Intercom

account.X.hot
eling.expires
=

features.inter
com.headset
_prior.enable
=

Integer
greater
than 30

3600

Add

It configures the hoteling
subscription expiration time
(in seconds) for account X.
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It configures the channel
mode when an incoming
intercom call is answered
through headset.
0 or 1

1

Add

0-Speaker Mode
1-Headset Mode

common.
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Note: If you want to use a
headset, physically connect
your headset and activate
the headset mode for use.
It configures the characters
the IP phone filters when
dialing.
If the dialed number
contains configured
characters, the IP phone will
automatically filter these
characters when dialing.
Example:

Features_
Others

features.call_
num_filter =

String
within 99
characters

,-( )

Add

features.call_num_filter
= ,(%!
If you dial 1010%, the IP
phone will filter the
character % and dial out
1010.
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Note: If it is left blank, the IP
phone will not automatically
filter any characters when
dialing. If you want to filter
just a space, you have to set
the value to “ ,” (a space
first followed by a comma).

NAT&ICE

sip.nat_stun.
enable =

0 or 1

0
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Add

It enables or disables the
STUN (Simple Traversal of
UDP over NATs) feature on
the IP phone.

common.
cfg

YEALINK NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.
www.yealink.com
0-Disabled
1-Enabled
It configures the IP address
or domain name of the
STUN (Simple Traversal of
UDP over NATs) server.
NAT&ICE

sip.nat_stun.s
erver =

IP address
or domain
name

Example:
Blank

Add

sip.nat_stun.server =
218.107.220.201

common.
cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“sip.nat_stun.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).
It configures the port of the
STUN (Simple Traversal of
UDP over NATs) server.
NAT&ICE

sip.nat_stun.
port =

Integer
from 1024
to 65000

Example:
3478

Add

sip.nat_stun.port = 3478
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“sip.nat_stun.enable” is set
to 1 (Enabled).

common.
cfg

It enables or disables the
auto answer feature for IP
call.
0-Disabled
1-Enabled

Features_
Auto
Answer

features.ip_c
all.auto_answ
er.enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

Register

account.X.out

IP address

Blank

Add
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If it is set to 1 (Enabled), the
IP phone can automatically
answer IP call.
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
"features.direct_ip_call_ena
ble" is set to 1 (Enabled).
The IP phone cannot
automatically answer the
incoming IP call during a call
even if IP call auto answer is
enabled.
It configures the IP address

common.
cfg

mac.cfg

Basic

bound_proxy.
Y.address =

YEALINK NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.
www.yealink.com
or domain name of the
outbound proxy server Y for
account X.

or domain
name

Example:
account.1.outbound_proxy.
1.address = 10.1.8.11
Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.outbound_proxy
_enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the port of the
outbound proxy server Y for
account X.
Example:
Register
Basic

account.X.out
bound_proxy.
Y.port =

Integer
from 0 to
65535

5060

Add

account.1.outbound_proxy.
1.port = 5060

mac.cfg

Note: It works only if the
value of the parameter
“account.X.outbound_proxy
_enable” is set to 1
(Enabled).
It configures the hoteling
mode for account X.

Broadsoft
Flexible
Seating

account.X.hot
eling.mode =

0, 1, 2 or
3

0

Add

0-Disabled
1-Hoteling

mac.cfg

2-Flexible Seating Host
3-Flexible Seating Guest
It enable or disable the
flexible seating feature for
account X.
0-Disabled

Broadsoft
Flexible
Seating

account.X.flex
ible_seating.e
nable =

0 or 1

0

Add

Note: For host, It works only
if the values of the
parameters
“account.X.hoteling.enable”
and “account.X.acd.enable”
are set to 0 (Disabled).

mac.cfg

Broadsoft

account.X.hot

String

Blank

Add

It configures the flexible

mac.cfg

1-Enabled
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Flexible
Seating

Broadsoft
Hoteling
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seating pin for account X.

eling.pin =

account.X.hot
eling.auto_lo
gin_enable =

0 or 1

0

Add

It enables or disables the IP
phone to save login
credentials automatically
when logging into the guest
profile for account X.

mac.cfg

0-Disabled
1-Enabled
Broadsoft
Hoteling

account.X.hot
eling.user_id
=

String
within 99
characters

Broadsoft
Hoteling

account.X.hot
eling.passwor
d=

String
within 99
characters

AutoP_UR
L

auto_provisio
n.server.url =

URL
within
511
characters

AutoP_UR
L

auto_provisio
n.server.pass
word =

String
within 32
characters

Add

It configures the user ID
used to log into the guest
profile for account X.

mac.cfg

Blank

Add

It configures the password
used to log into the guest
profile for account X.

mac.cfg

Blank

Add

It configures the access URL
of the provisioning server.

common.
cfg

Add

It configures the password
for provisioning server
access

common.
cfg

Blank

Blank
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